Frank Lloyd Wright
Air-conditioning progress
1. How to make air conditioning sell houses
2. Why air-conditioning costs are cheaper than you think
3. How to get more cooling for less money
4. How to design cooler houses

Round Table report
Why do FHA and VA valuations discriminate against better quality and better design? What changes should be made in these appraisal policies and practices? (p. 146)

Panel construction
Every lumber dealer can be a prefabber; builders and architects can use parts instead of pieces (p. 152)
NuTone Heat-A-Lite answers the urgent need for Greater Safety in Bathroom Heating.

WHY TAKE CHANCES? Don't let your Bathroom be the most dangerous room in the house. Any electric heater on a wall — when exposed to the innocent reach of a child — becomes a "danger trap".

PLAY SAFE. Install a NuTone Heat-A-Lite IN THE CEILING . . .

OLD FASHIONED "body level wall heaters" . . . waste valuable wall space . . . cause uneven overheating on one side of the body, while the other side is cold.

GET "BALANCED HEAT" all around the body with NuTone Heat-A-Lite . . . the only Bathroom Heater that RE-CIRCULATES the warm air which is usually wasted near the ceiling.

Contact your nearest wholesaler for a free Heat-A-Lite demonstration. Ask to see NuTone's complete line of Door Chimes and Ventilating Fans, too, or write for catalogs and installation data to NuTone, Inc., Dept. HH-3, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.
The new housing bill

- Congress gets legislation giving the President sweeping control over VA and FHA mortgage terms and interest
- Higher FHA loan limits promise boost in apartment building. Fanny May changes and public housing may stir fight

The administration housing bill, introduced in Congress Feb. 12, would accomplish just about what President Eisenhower had asked in his housing message: put more responsibility on local communities for solving slum problems but give the President greatly expanded powers over FHA and VA interest rates, maturities, down payments, fees, charges and other terms.

The 107-page measure, sponsored by the chairmen of the Senate and House banking committees—Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R, Ind.) and Rep. Jesse P. Wolcott (R, Mich.)—constituted the biggest overhaul in 20 years for federal aids to housing. As NAHB promptly noted, such revisions were “long overdue.”

Most of the changes (see table, p. 35) looked sound to the industry and to politicians of both parties alike. There would be a fight over public housing (Wolcott balked at putting it in his measure). There might well be rumblings over details of the major shake-up for Federal National Mortgage Assn. But it was still anybody’s guess whether a storm would develop over what seemed to some experts a really questionable feature of the legislation: in giving the President such sweeping powers over FHA and VA loans, with the laudable aim of helping to even off housing’s boom-and-bust tendencies, the bill would plunge nearly half of the nation’s new housing under a one-man-controlled economy.

Should a President, in peacetime, have such clearly defined power over a $12 billion industry?

6% interest ceiling. Briefly, the housing bill would let the President set interest on FHAs and VAs at any level, subject to a top ceiling of 6% and a limit of not more than 2 1/2% above the going rate on long-term government bonds. He could increase or decrease maturities, subject to a maximum of 30 years (40 years for a new FHA Sec. 221 for low-cost housing to reduce the need for public housing). He could raise and lower down payments as he thought the state of the economy made wise and regulate all FHA and VA fees and charges.

Whose thinking lay behind this control philosophy? For many, it remained a puzzle. Both the Treasury and Federal Reserve championed the idea, but each called the other the ringleader. The idea recalled the views of Truman’s economic council under Leon Keyserling, a staunch believer in vesting wide economic powers in federal hands. Keyserling contended that unless an agency like FHA had some reserve stimulative power, it would not be able to help the housing market if and when help was needed.

Economist Walter Hoadley Jr. of Armstrong Cork Co. touched on the point while testifying last month before the joint Congressional committee on the economic report. Said he: “It must be recognized that efforts of the federal government to help stabilize the national economy by periodic and fairly abrupt policy changes to curb or stimulate homebuilding have had highly disrupting influences upon the industry. To the fullest extent possible, policy decisions should be to encourage longer-range market needs and potentialities of new and fixed-up homebuilding rather than to weaken forward planning by frequent pronounced shifts affecting the environment within which the industry endeavors to operate.”

Easier terms hinted. Although the bill would not automatically give homebuilders the easier mortgage terms they have championed so long and loud, NAHB spokesmen were unfazed. Reason: administration spokesmen let out word that if the bill passed, Eisenhower would act at once to ease FHA down payments. However, it was fairly clear that the President at first would not cut them as much as he could.

On interest rates, administration men passed word around that no immediate changes were contemplated despite the flexibility written into the bill.

Roadblock for public housing. Long and sometimes heated arguments among administration leaders preceded introduction of the 1954 housing bill. The climax was a White House breakfast where the President talked to Rep. Wolcott and Rep. John Phillips (R, Calif.), chairman of the House appropriations subcommittee that must act on public housing. Wolcott had balked at including in his bill Eisenhower’s proposal for 35,000 public housing units a year for four years. His position: he had argued often that public housing was the “hallmark of Socialism;” he could not in good conscience sponsor a bill containing public housing and argue that it was any sweeter because it was growing on a Republican vine. Moreover, Wolcott pointed out that there was ample authority in the law already to build the 35,000 units Eisenhower wanted “until alternative programs prove more effective.” The real decision rested, as it always has, with appropriations.

After breakfast, Wolcott announced that the President “was agreed” to his approach. He added: “What we have decided in no way prejudices the Eisenhower public housing recommendations.” Would Wolcott vote for 35,000 public housing units? He called himself “noncommittal.” Phillips refused to predict what his subcommittee would do. Last year, it recommended no public housing starts at all.

Democratic jibes. Prompt Democratic sniping indicated there would be political tears over omission of public housing from the housing bill. Snorted Sen. Russell B. Long (D, La.): “The legislation has made it clear that the administration does not approve of public housing accomplishments to date and wants to end the program soon. It is just an indication that they are preparing to discontinue it.”

Whatever the eventual fate of public housing, its omission from the bill could well delay its passage. For one thing, there was strong opposition from many senators to any hint that the Senate banking committee might restore provision for 35,000 public housing units in reporting the bill out for floor action if it thought the House appropriations committee was dragging its feet on the subject. Such a course would lead to a long wrangle when the House and Senate conference committee meets to harmonize provisions of the House and Senate housing bills. Wolcott himself remarked that the bill would probably not become law soon enough to be much help this year.

Blended Fanny May. In proposing to reshuffle the Federal National Mortgage Assn. (Fanny May) into a tripregated opera-
Cities would need rehabilitation programs to qualify for federal redevelopment aid

(see p. 35 for details), the housing bill apparently aimed at compromise over bitter industry factionalism that flared in the President’s housing policy committee. The committee had suggested putting Fanny May under an expanded Home Loan Bank Board and requiring people who sold mortgages to it to hold stock amounting to 4% of their mortgage balances. This, charged homebuilders, was a savings and loan device to make the secondary market so costly it would not work. Savings and loan leaders were just as mad over the committee’s idea of putting the Home Loan Bank Board under more HHFA control, promised a floor fight in Congress to stop it if necessary.

The housing bill steered around both objections. The Home Loan Bank system apparently would be left independent. The stock-holding requirement for the part of Fannie May intended to serve the normal secondary market was cut to 3%. (NAHB insisted this was still too much). A special-aid Fanny May program would be set up to pump Treasury money into new FHA mortgage programs (notably the 40-year, $200-down loans which were the Republican white hope for ending public housing). But this coinage of mortgages would not be free and unlimited. It would be confined to programs where the President found the building industry and national welfare required it and further limited to a total liability of $700 million.

Proposed authority to let Fanny May support the entire mortgage market to stave off economic collapse was largely meaningless. Fanny May would not have enough money. Actually, it would have to come back to Congress for more borrowing authority if the mortgage market slipped into a real tailspin.

How much would Fanny May cost? But conditions proposed for the new FNMA’s “normal secondary market” operations suggested the facility still would be costly for builders to use. This was intentional. Republican leaders did not want FNMA to continue as a dumping ground for unwanted mortgage paper.

A builder who wants to sell a mortgage to the “normal” FNMA would have to begin by contributing 3% of the mortgage to FNMA capital. Then FNMA could charge him a discount of, say, 1% and a fee of 3% for the privilege of doing business with it. The housing bill put no limit on fees and charges. FNMA can collect to cover operating costs.

When could a builder get the money back? Some banking committee technicians who helped write the legislation believed that with the best breaks, he might start collecting after seven years.

The new “normal” FNMA would begin with a capitalization derived from capital and surplus in the old FNMA—roughly $70 million. It could expand this ten times by selling debentures—to $770 million. It could invest the entire sum in mortages, exacting a 5% contribution. The process would bring its working funds as high as $1 billion.

Would Fanny May have trouble selling its nonguaranteed debentures on the open market? No one really knew. But from 1938 to 1945, FNMA had successfully floated $426 million of nonguaranteed and taxable debentures. The supposition was the same thing could be done again. Anyway, the housing bill would let the Treasury buy up to $500 million of the debentures immediately, plus another $500 million out of funds paid back to the Treasury from liquidation of Fanny May’s present portfolio.

That is where builders and lenders who avail themselves of the new FNMA “normal” market would come in. After the government capital has been retired, their nonrefundable convertible certificates could be exchanged for FNMA capital stock. But the housing bill stipulated that FNMA cannot repay the government $70 million stock until it has accumulated $100 million. That would take a long, long time.

Open-end mortgages. Other noteworthy phases of the legislation:

FHA would get authority to write open-end mortgages (VA already has). Inclusion of this provision in the bill climaxed a behind-the-scenes struggle to overcome technical objections thrown up by a coterie of old-­guard FHA officials. Open-ending should give a big boost to the home fix-up market on which many a housing expert is relying to compensate for the probable drop in new housing. Higher limits and longer maturities for FHA Title I repair loans will give modernization a parallel shot in the arm. In effect, the new five-year, 30-second amortization on one- to four-family homes will cut the interest rate from 9.5% to 9.05%.

FHA’s four-year-old Title I, Sec. 8 program for low-cost (under $6,000) homes could be killed—ironically enough just as it was beginning to develop a good head of steam (p. 43). FHA says it will retain the lower construction standards of Sec. 8 for Title II mortgages of $6,000 or less.

Federal aid for redevelopment would be broadened to embrace the entire concept of urban renewal, specifically including rehabilitation and other housing code enforcement work. Indeed, this was the most basic change of direction in the legislation. But the idea had been so well sold to public and private house, alike that opposition was dwindling rapidly. Significantly, the bill would make urban renewal grants (but not preliminary planning advances) contingent on HHFA approval of “workable” plans by local communities both to attack existing slums and to prevent new slums.

To harness private building to the slum job, the bill would create a new FHA Sec. 220 rehabilitation loan available only in FHA-approved conservation or rehabilitation areas. Allowable limits: 90% of value after improvements, and generally with same maturities, interest and mortgage per room limits as other Title II loans (see p. 35).

In-city construction of high-rise apartments would get a tremendous boost if the President exercises the power the bill would give him to raise Sec. 207 multifamily rental housing mortgages from $2,000 to $2,400 per room for elevator structures, and power to raise mortgages on Sec. 213 co-ops on a similar scale. Already, the prospect of a new boom in apartment construction had prompted renewed land speculation in Manhattan.

Administration leaders, in proposing the eye-catching 40-year, $200-down FHA low-cost housing program (Sec. 221), took pains to see that there would be mortgage money to make it work. The program would be eligible for special FNMA aid with Treasury funds in case private lenders shun it as many a mortgage expert thinks probable. In an effort to make the loans more palatable to private lenders, the housing bill adopted a suggestion of FHA Commissioner Guy Hollyday by providing that Sec. 221 mortgages can be turned in after 20 years for ten-year FHA debentures, at the lender’s option. The two-year trial basis for Sec. 221, suggested by the President’s housing policy committee, was dropped. The program would run until Congress repeals it.

Direct VA loans dropped. Conspicuously omitted from the administration’s housing plans was any provision to continue direct VA loans. VA’s authority to make them expires June 30. A rash of bills extending the program had been introduced in Congress, but whether GOP leaders would keep them bottled up in committee remained to be seen. Latest bill was one by Sen. John J. Sparkman (D., Ala.) which would double VA’s present $55-million-per-quarter lending authority.

Missing from the housing bill, too, was any provision for farm housing aid. At mid-month, this drew tart comment from Vice President B. E. Grantham of the National Institute of Farm Brokers (a NAREB affiliate). Said he: “The slums of rural America are in just as much need of improvement as those in the city.”

Those plogging for prompt passage of the Housing Bill of 1954 thanked their stars for one break. The reorganization of HHFA recommended by the presidential committee would go to Congress later as a presidential reorganization plan. This would prevent further delaying disputes over how much power should be concentrated in HHFA hands. At the moment, since Congress cannot amend a reorganization plan, the housing industry was waging a behind-the-scenes battle over details of the rehuddling.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Provision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FHA Title I repair loans</td>
<td>For 1-family dwellings—raises loan ceiling from $2,500 to $3,000, boosts pay-off term from 3 years, 32 days to 5 years, 32 days. For multifamily dwellings—changes maximum loan from $10,000 to $1,500 per unit or $10,000, whichever is greater, boosts pay-off term from 7 years, 32 days to 10 years, 32 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHA Title II</td>
<td>Gives President power to boost mortgage ceiling on 1- and 2-family homes from $16,000 to $20,000, to boost mortgage ceiling of 3-family homes from $20,500 to $27,500, and to boost ceiling for 4-family homes from $25,000 to $35,000. Gives President permissive power to relax down payments as low as 5% down on first $1,000 of value and 25% of excess for all sections, compared with varying but stiffer current requirements (see table, next page).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amortization</td>
<td>Makes existing 1- to 4-family houses eligible for same mortgage terms as new housing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHA co-ops</td>
<td>Permits President to raise maximum mortgage from $1,800 to $2,375 per room if 65% of cooperators are veterans ($2,250 if less than 65% are veterans), with additional boost to $2,850 per room for elevator-structures ($2,700 for elevator-structures with less than 65% veteran cooperators). Raises maximum loan for cooperatives from $5 million to $25 million if mortgage is regulated or supervised under law on rents, charges, and methods of operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation loans (Sec. 220)</td>
<td>Authorizes a new FHA Sec. 220 to insure mortgages on either new or new dwellings in designated urban renewal areas where HHFA has approved local plans for slum prevention and redevelopment. Mortgage amortization limits on 1- to 4-family units would be same as for Sec. 203 and 207 (for sales and rental housing, respectively) unless President authorizes higher ceilings under permissive Title II authority. For dwellings of more than 4-family units, authorizes $35,000 loans plus $7,000 extra per unit on basis of 90% loans with maximum of $2,700 per room ($2,700 for elevator structures). Gives FHA right to regulate rents, sales, charges, capital structure, rate of return and methods of operation of mortgages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-year FHA low-cost housing</td>
<td>Authorizes a new FHA Sec. 221 for 40-year, 100% loans up to $7,000 a unit for dwellings of more than 10-family units where mortgagor is nonprofit organization, public or private, and regulated by federal or state government on rents and charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-end mortgages</td>
<td>Authorizes FHA to write open-end mortgages on 1- to 4-family homes. Lets FHA commissioner set up fees in lieu of insurance premiums. Exempts open-end advances from statutory ceilings on FHA insurance authority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military and defense housing</td>
<td>Extends Wherry Act housing (FHA Title VIII) to July 1, '55. Lets defense housing (FHA Title IX) die at expiration July 1, '54.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rates and terms</td>
<td>Substitutes flexible interest on FHA and VA loans in place of rigid ceiling set by Congress (5% for FHA, 4 1/2% for VA). Method: empowers President to set interest ceilings on FHA and VA loans at different levels for different classes of mortgages, but subject to ceiling of 25% above average market yields on federal bonds with 15 years or more maturity. Gives President power to set limits on FHA and VA fees and charges. Empowers President to set maturities and raise minimum down payments on FHA and VA loans and dollar ceiling on FHA loans at any point below Congressional authorizations. Repeals widely condemned Sec. 504 of Housing Act of 1949, which attempted to prohibit passing discounts on FHA and VA loans on to purchasers of house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal National Mortgage Assn.</td>
<td>Reincorporates FNMA as constituent agency of HHFA, with HHFA administrator as board chairman. Authorizes Fannie May to buy FHA and VA mortgages up to $12,500 per family unit. Earmarks present Fannie May capital and surplus ($70 million) to capitalize new Fannie May, which has three separate functions, with separate accountability: 1) Someday-private secondary mortgage market with sellers required to make capital contributions. 2) Treasury-financed aid to new mortgage programs (e.g. FHA Sec. 220 and 221) as directed by the President, or broad support for materials to fight a depression. President could authorize up to $200 million in purchases and advance commitments, plus up to another $100 million for 20% participation in trial-plan mortgages. The 20% participation would include a FNMA commitment to buy the other 80% if a mortgage reaches foreclosure, thus putting a $500 million liability ceiling on purchases. Initially, $300 million of FNMA's present authorization would be earmarked for special aid. 3) Liquidation of existing FNMA portfolio by selling mortgages, and by selling nonguaranteed 5-year obligations to the public secured by the mortgage portfolio under liquidation. Interest rates would be set by FNMA with Treasury approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slum clearance and urban renewal</td>
<td>Broadens Title I redevelopment of Housing Act of 1949 to include not only slum clearance but slum prevention. Bars federal aid to communities until they present &quot;workable&quot; official plans to attack existing slums and prevent growth of new ones. Authorizes creation of urban renewal service in HHFA, which can make from $20,000 (set in 1933) to $35,000. Extends occupancy preference, now limited to families displaced by public housing and redevelopment projects, to include displaced persons from other public improvements including code enforcement, highways, demolitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public housing</td>
<td>Extends occupancy preference, now limited to families displaced by public housing and redevelopment projects, to include displaced persons from other public improvements including code enforcement, highways, demolitions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Public works planning | Authorizes a $5 million HHFA kitty for 50% grants to state, metropolitan and regional agencies for regional planning ("including land use studies, urban renewal plans, technical services . . . but excluding specific public works"). Authorizes 50% grants from same fund to state agencies to help cities under 25,000 population with urban planning. Authorizes $10 million to resume defunct program of interest-free planning advances to local and state bodies for public works plans, repayable when construction begins. Purpose: "to encourage a depression backlog of job-making construction projects."

Rais es maximum loan a federal savings and loan association can make from $20,000 (set in 1933) to $35,000.
To make home selling easier... BUILD IN CHRYSLER AIRTEMP

Air-Cooled Year 'Round Air Conditioning

COSTS UP TO $185 LESS* TO OPERATE PER COOLING SEASON...

 Builders and their home buyers have welcomed it because it operates without water—requires no plumbing—costs less to install. And now you can build in Chrysler Airtemp Air-Cooled Air Conditioning to give your new homes the dramatic sales appeal of Year 'Round Air Conditioning—with assurance to the buyer that it should cost him substantially less to operate than conventional air conditioning utilizing city water.

*Cost of cooling for a season may run as much as $185 less than with water-cooled equipment (see chart at lower left). Depending on local water and power rates and ton-hours of cooling used in a home, this difference may be less—or even greater. From thousands of installations in homes in every section of the country, Chrysler Airtemp has accumulated data establishing the operating economy of its Air-Cooled Air Conditioning—the system which also gives the home owner complete protection against water shortages in hot weather.

Your local Chrysler Airtemp Dealer installs both Air-Cooled and Water-Cooled types of air conditioning—you can trust his recommendations! And whichever type you choose, you can depend on the Chrysler Airtemp name to give your prospects the utmost confidence in your homes!

CHRYSLER AIRTEMP

THE TRULY MODERN HOME MUST BE AIR CONDITIONED
Research village displays tomorrow's house design

A foretaste of things to come: six low-cost dwellings of widely differing design—but possessed of a similar down-to-dinner practicality—on a plot of woodland 35 mi. from Chicago in Barrington, Ill. This latest in “research villages” was conceived by the US Gypsum Co. (with asked-for advisory aid from NAHB and AIA) and executed by six top-flight architects. Participants called the scheme not only “desirable” but “long overdue.”

The six architects present a cross-section of top thinking in the field. Their plans revealed some basic thinking for the future: 1) the most important factor in small lot design is utilization of outdoor space; 2) the most important challenge indoors is to create a second living room; 3) promising opportunities for indoor planning have been brought about by FHA’s approval of the inside bath; 4) the most interesting structural innovation is support of the roof by other means than old-fashioned walls.

From 40 recommended architects the committee in charge picked Harris Armstrong, Kirkwood, Mo.; Gilbert H. Coddington, Columbus, Ohio; O’Neil Ford, San Antonio; A. Quincy Jones Jr., Los Angeles; Francis D. Lethbridge, Washington; Hugh Stubbins Jr., Lexington, Mass. Builder “teammates” assigned to them (to advise on the practical aspects) were, respectively, Don Drummond, Kansas City; Alex Simms, Dayton; Frank Robertson, San Antonio; Joe Eichler, Palo Alto, Calif.; Luria Brothers, Arlington, Va.; Leonard Frank, Hempstead, N.Y. The Maxon Construction Co. of Barrington is slated to begin work on the six homes early in the spring.

LETHBRIDGE-LURIA house uses the master bedroom as a buffer between living room and children’s sleeping quarters, has interior baths. Mechanical core of the building is placed to permit convenient supervision of the home’s major play areas from the kitchen.

O’NEIL FORD AND BUILDER ROBERTSON used a similar system for baths and utilities in their four-bedroom, lift-slab home (above), provided two dens, ample dining and living space in a little over 1,400 sq. ft. Interior of the JONES-EICHLER dwelling (below) shows open-web steel joists. Post-and-beam skeleton construction is expressed in light, graceful exterior (below right).

STUBBINS-FRANK house shows what split-level design can do if executed correctly. Kitchen and dining room are 3½' below main level, bedrooms and baths 3½' above. Stubbins: “Our objective was to get the greatest amount of floor area using the least volume.”

CODDINGTON AND SIMMS also did a split-level job, got an extra family room out of under-bedroom space (as did Stubbins). Simms noted privacy is one reason for future split-level popularity: “Teen-agers... want a place of their own in which to entertain.”

ARMSTRONG-DRUMMOND structure boasts a single hallway providing direct entrance to all rooms without trespassing through kitchen or living room. There is an abundance of extra storage space in the carport and convertible sleeping quarters. Patio is a good example of closed-off outdoor rooms used in all six houses.
Eventually you will want to join the trend to contemporary design which has captured the imaginations of the nation's home buyers. Why wait—and let your competition garner your market.

In every craft, profession or business there's always one name that is outstanding... in the design and manufacture of contemporary homes Scholz Homes are the acknowledged pace setters from coast to coast.

Why wait... when Scholz Homes provide you with a complete package of unequaled sales proven design, the simplest, most easily erected house you have ever built and at a price you can not begin to duplicate locally.

Shown below are but three of the many plans from $10,000 to $30,000 with which you can duplicate one of the famed sales record setting projects in your own community. Wire, write or phone TODAY.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Scholz Homes is the fastest growing manufacturer in a rapidly expanding industry offering unparalleled opportunity to men who can fit into our aggressive program.

YOUNG MODERN SERIES
1,000 sq. ft. plus garage. $13,000 price range (less lot). Translucent glass wall foyer, large kitchen with nook space, natural mahogany pass thru china cabinet between kitchen and dining room, spacious living room with expanses of floor to ceiling Thermopane opening to patio.

COUNTRY CLUB SERIES
1,200 sq. ft. plus garage. $15,000 range (less lot). 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, separate activities room, natural mahogany kitchen.

ROCKY RIVER SERIES
1,500 sq. ft. plus garage. $20,000 range (less lot). 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large recreation room, tremendous living room with panelled fireplace wall and dramatic solar window-wall.

THE HOMES WHICH ARE SETTING THE NEW DESIGN TREND FROM COAST TO COAST
SCHOLZ HOMES, INC.
Canada revamps its housing laws on FHA model, but insurance will be 50% cheaper

Canada's revamped National Housing Act, emerging from Parliament this month after its most strenuous overhaul since it was passed in 1944, raised a question for US homebuilders: does FHA mortgage insurance cost too much?

The new Canadian legislation pointed to a "yes" answer. Mortgage insurance in Canada, said housing experts, will be close to 50% cheaper than in this country.

End of an era. Postwar homebuilding in Canada was strong. Because the banks were prohibited by law from mortgage lending (on a nineteenth-century theory that a young country that tied up its money in long-term mortgages was courting economic trouble), 80% of the private home financing involved on insurance companies. The latter were able to obtain substantial funds for new investment by selling off large numbers of government bonds accumulated during the war. By the beginning of this year, however, the insurance companies had reduced these bond holdings by about $800 million, or down from nearly 60% of their total Canadian assets in 1946 to about 20%. In the opinion of Canada's lawmakers—and of Dave Mansur, president of the Central Mortgage & Housing Corp.—it was time to tap a new source of credit lest homebuilding shrivel for lack of financing.

The answer was to get the business into the banks. Under the old system for government-aided private housing in Canada, the Central Mortgage & Housing Corp. took 25% of a mortgage and the private lender took 75%. There was no guarantee or insurance. But the private lender got 5½% on his share while the government loaned its share at 3½%. So the cost to the borrower was only 5½%. But the government was using up hefty chunks of taxpayer money—some $201 million in 1952, for example, covering 27,488 units. By switching to mortgage insurance, it hoped to cut its direct outlays for housing.

The problem, as Mansur saw it, was to devise an instrument that the banks thought suitable. "We're swinging over to a modified FHA," he commented shortly before the bill was passed. These were the modifications:

1. The insurance fund is not mutual, hence will not be subject to claims by participants, as is FHA. Profits, if any, will go straight to the Treasury.
2. Pay-offs in the event of foreclosure will be in cash, not in debentures. (Mansur knows perfectly well this could mean a run on the Canadian Treasury in a real depression. But Canadian finance officials are unworried about the threat.) The pay-off on a foreclosed property will be 98% of the outstanding principal and the first six months of arrears in interest, plus interest at the mortgage rate less 2% for amounts owing in excess of six months, but not exceeding 12 more months. Additionally, the government will reimburse lenders 100% of any borrower's charges which must be paid by the lender, such as taxes, fire insurance, etc. Finally, it will allow legal fees of $125 in all cases (instead of the US system of up to $75 in some cases) plus any legal expenses ordered paid by a court of law. This will, of course, have the unhappy effect of subsidizing continuation of archaic foreclosure laws, like Quebec's.
3. Instead of Fanny May, the Central Mortgage & Housing Corp. will itself have the power to buy its own insured mortgages. Moreover, the insured mortgages will qualify for rediscount at banks and the Central Bank of Canada will control the rate, putting the insured mortgage on the same plane as government bonds for negotiability. The Bank will be able to make loans to chartered banks on the security of government-insured mortgages.

Interest ceiling. The interest rate setup will remain the same. The Canadian cabinet sets the rate (it is currently 5¼%) but with a ceiling of 2½% higher than the going rate on long-term government securities—a close parallel to the system the US will adopt if Congress enacts the administration's 1954 housing bill.

The banks' switchover to mortgage lending is expected to be effected without difficulty or undue time for seasoning. For one thing, there are only 11 banks in Canada (with 4,000 branches) and public opinion will impel them to start making such loans or risk losing depositors.

The old Canadian setup permitted loans up to 80% of value. The new act keeps an 80% loan ceiling on loans for rental housing, but provides owner-occupant loans up to 90% of the first $8,000 and 70% above that. Thus, down payments on Canadian homes prices from $16,000 down will drop. So will monthly payments: the act boosts amortization from 20 years to 25-30 years for home owners, but holds rental units to a 25-year pay-off. Loans converting existing houses into multiple units will have a 15-year amortization.

Last year, Canada built a record 105,000 units—almost exactly proportionate on a per capita basis to the estimated 1,104,500 starts in the US. With its liberalized housing act modeled after the US formula, Canada hopes to keep new housing from slumping.

Electricians found guilty of antitrust violations

A federal court jury in Nashville found Local 175 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and Business Agent Earl W. Burnette guilty of violating antitrust laws. The jury held that the union had conspired with the Chattanooga chapter of the National Electrical Contractors Assn. to refuse to supply men to nonassociation contractors.

Seattle bricklayers pass up pay boost for third year

For the third time in three years, the 600 AF of L bricklayers in Seattle's Local 2, covering four counties and southeast Alaska, passed up a chance at a wage increase, agreed to stand pat at the $3.30-an-hour rate that has been in effect there since 1952.

The new look was the brainchild of Ed Gill, the local's business representative and financial secretary. Gill decided three years ago that kind words for his profession were too few and far between. So he persuaded his men to form a "unit masonry association" with contractors and materials dealers for the joint promotion of masonry construction.

Among activities: advertising campaigns, an architect competition for designs using ma­sonry products, apprentice bricklayer con­tests. Union members pay 40¢ a month to "the promotion fund; contractors-$2 per work­man per month; materials dealers' dues are commensurate with the contractors', on a gen­tlemen's agreement basis.

"If think we're educating the public to the
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fact that we're not just a bunch of robbers, but people trying to do a job," said Gill. Said Contractor Arnold Antonsen, president of the association: "Holding the line on wages is giving more confidence to builders to use more brick."

**Mortgage men foresee VAs, FHAs over par again**

As mortgage money grew more plentiful, two schools of thought developed on the future course of the mortgage market. Some brokers predicted premiums for FHA and VA 4½% loans would soon be commonplace. Others saw such loans stabilizing at a little below par. Signs of the improving market:

- Early last month, the New York Savings Bank was reported offering 101 for new FHA loans, provided it could get delivery within 60 days in packages of at least $1 million each. Reason: an advertising drive for new deposits was so successful the bank suddenly found itself with more than $10 million of new funds demanding investment at once.

- In Chicago, Maurice Pollack, vice president of Draper & Kramer, reported new FHA and VA loans were going at 97 to 98, about one point better than a month earlier; in Houston, President John F. Austin Jr. of T. J. Bettes Co. said prices were up ½ to one point. C. A. Bacon, vice president of the Title Guar­anty Co. of Denver, noted an upward trend. Said he: "Lenders are seeking investments, and at an increased price... I can see signs of a par market."

It was against this background that some eastern lenders began to worry about a wide­spread return of premiums and the possi­bility FHA and VA interest rates might even be reduced. Commented one: "The money is coming in just as fast as ever, but mortgages are scarce. The lucky guys are those who made commitments for the whole year."

**Stability below par.** MBA President William A. Clarke of Philadelphia, a shrewd mortgage analyst, typified the school of thought that saw continued improvement ahead, but stabilization of rates still a little short of 100 for new FHA and VA 4½% mortgages. At the annual MBA-NYU mort­gage conference, Clarke said he expected new housing this year would total about 1 million units, with adequate mortgage funds and some decline in interest rates.

With money growing easier, Clarke fore­cast that the Treasury would "lean on the long-term money market" again when it appeared possible to do so without disrupt­ingly siphoning off capital required for new business and building activity. He would not specify or forecast, however, the price below par, or the yield above 4½%, where he expected FHA and VAs to settle.

**FNMA boosts its price.** Effective Feb. 1, HHI Administrator Albert M. Cole announced a two-point increase in prices for VA 4% and FHA 4½% mortgages from Fanny May under its one-for-one repurchase contracts. The VA's

went to 98, the FHA's to 99.75, plus the usual 1% fee for repurchase of HAs.

Cole said the change "reflects improvement in the mortgage market, particularly in the firming up of government bond prices." Others disagreed. They said the old rates were no bargains in themselves and purchases from Fanny May without repurchase certi­ficates were inconsequential. They suggested the rates really were raised to slow down the one-for-one sales as they approached their $500 million ceiling. As of Feb. 15, one-for-

**SIDELIGHTS**

**Washington inside**

The administration is considering extending mortgage insurance—FHA style—into the hos­pital field. Kicking around in Owleta Culp Hobby's Welfare Dept. is a plan to under­write 99% redemption on foreclosure for 5½%, 25-year hospital bonds. Officials hope to raise about $1 billion for hospital construction fi­nancing by this route. Insurance companies regard the scheme enthusiastically. It would give them a better return than FHA housing paper, with less risk and far less servicing cost. Mortgage men fear the plan would raise some hoo with the housing mortgage market, unless the government whittles down the juicy terms—which is a good possibility.

**$12,600 public housing**

Cost of New York City's newest federal public housing project, Gravesend Houses, opened Feb. 8: $12,600 per unit ($6 million for 634 units).

**Union O.K.s prefab plumbing**

The AFL plumbers union passed favorably on National Homes Corp.'s factory-assembled plumbing package, already approved by FHA. The union move points the way to possible financing by this route. Insurance companies would give them a better return than FHA housing paper, with less risk and far less servicing cost. Mortgage men fear the plan would raise some hoo with the housing mortgage market, unless the government whittles down the juicy terms—which is a good possibility.

**US Steel forms mortgage firm**

US Steel formed a new subsidiary, the United States Steel Credit Corp.—headed by William H. Lang, assistant treasurer of the parent company—to strengthen the competi­tive position of US Steel Homes' dealers by providing construction financing and assis­tance in mortgage marketing. Still a subject of loud silence: plans for US Steel Homes' 4½% mortgage. The union move points the way to possible financing by this route. Insurance companies would give them a better return than FHA housing paper, with less risk and far less servicing cost. Mortgage men fear the plan would raise some hoo with the housing mortgage market, unless the government whittles down the juicy terms—which is a good possibility.

**Red tape and VA**

The VA tied another knot in its own proce­dural red tape with a reorganization plan set­ting the all-purpose veterans' benefits section up as a buffer between the loan guaranty sec­tion and the regional offices. Loan Guaranty Director T. B. King now must communicate with his men in the field through this super­bureau (headed by Deputy Administrator Ralph H. Stone) and the men in the field do likewise, going in the opposite direction. Res­ult: more time to get out new rulings; more time to get complaints into responsible hands.

The scheme came hard on the heels of the rec­ommendation of the President's Advisory Committee that VA "should seek advice of lending institutions in revising and simplify­ing its regulations."

The presidential advisers found, among other things, that it takes two to three times longer to get a certificate of reasonable value from a VA field office than it does to get an FHA commitment. They blamed widespread complaints about VA appraisals on the fact that VA does not have a cost section as FHA does to keep accurate and constant check on fluctuating prices. They criticized VA insis­tence on documents and exhibits not required by FHA, particularly for new subdivisions. Some 28% of those questioned in a nationwide survey for the White House committee said conflict and dupli­cation between the rival agencies adds more than $100 to the cost of a house. Another 43% said it adds between $20 and $99. Always, the extra cost was passed on to buyers.

A proposal to have FHA do VA's home loan application processing (made by the ad­visory committee) would unravel things in the sense that VA would lose most of its re­sponsibility. With builders, real estate men and the President's committee finding VA less and less to their liking, it seemed its housing role was being kept alive mostly by veterans' lobby groups—never notable for understanding housing problems.

**Briggs to keep plumbing plants**

Briggs Manufacturing Co. will continue to operate its plumbing ware division, not­withstanding sale of Briggs's automotive division to the Chrysler Corp. The plumb­ing operation includes four divisions: the Hamtramm ename late ware plant; the John Douglas Co.; Abington Pottery, Inc and Repub­lican Brass Co.
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### Profits climb for building materials manufacturers

The greatest construction spending year in US history brought with it a general round of increases in the sales and net profits of major building supply companies. But the sharpest increases in earnings last year (Celotex, up 93.2%, and US Steel, up 55%) derived greatly from the fact that both companies were badly hit by strikes in 1952.

With the notable exception of Johns-Manville, whose net sales rose 3.2%, but whose profit fell 13.1%, earnings rose from 4% up to 35%. The 35% jump was by Carrier Corp., whose profits hit a new high for the fourth consecutive fiscal year. The drop in Johns-Manville’s profits reflected high initial depreciation costs applied on two of its Canadian mines, as well as a reduced demand for certain asbestos fibers.

**The companies, listed in order of sales volume in 1953:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>1952 Sales</th>
<th>1953 Sales</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Steel Corp.</td>
<td>1,612,043</td>
<td>1,723,056</td>
<td>+7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens-Il制订 Glav. Corp.</td>
<td>1,627,306</td>
<td>1,722,043</td>
<td>+5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns-Manville Corp.</td>
<td>2,101,951</td>
<td>2,186,412</td>
<td>+4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.</td>
<td>1,825,667</td>
<td>1,920,873</td>
<td>+5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Gypsum Corp.</td>
<td>1,523,154</td>
<td>1,586,788</td>
<td>+4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Corp.*</td>
<td>4,522,512</td>
<td>4,878,556</td>
<td>+7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Gypsum Co.</td>
<td>7,984,560</td>
<td>8,433,580</td>
<td>+5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flintkote Co.</td>
<td>4,096,797</td>
<td>4,380,538</td>
<td>+7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carboline Corp.</td>
<td>5,792,588</td>
<td>6,005,810</td>
<td>+3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celotex Corp.*</td>
<td>1,432,033</td>
<td>1,419,434</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey &amp; Raynolds Co.*</td>
<td>1,414,128</td>
<td>1,403,665</td>
<td>-0.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * Year ending Oct. 31 * *
* * Year ending Nov. 30 * *

### Heat-resistant plastic pipe foretold by atom expert

In Toronto, the first international meeting of the Society of Plastics heard of an impending atomic-irradiated product more revolutionary than any of the dozens of useful building materials already being made from plastics (H&H, Feb. ’53). Scheduled for early pilot project production: plastic piping that can resist up to 300° F. This could be used for domestic and all almost industrial plumbing, and because of easier installation, could make a real dent in the high cost of plumbing.

J. W. Ryan, radiation research specialist for General Electric, said the new material would be a modification of polyethylene pipe already developed for cold-water lines. Heat resistance would come from exposure to atomic or other high-energy radiation like that from betatrons or high voltage cathode ray apparatus. Extra manufacturing costs would be slight, said Ryan, because the piping could be molded or extruded first at low temperatures, and irradiated after it was formed.

**FHA tests plan service as aid to small builders**

In Springfield, III., FHA began testing a trial plan intended to help small-volume home builders do more business with the agency. Small builders and retail lumbermen had been complaining that FHA seemed interested only in project builders and prefabs. To FHA, it seemed that small contracts were hard put to get their hands on adequate plans, and even when they did they often knew too little about how to get them processed quickly.

FHA District Director Harvey H. Nusser of Springfield devised an answer, sold it to FHA Commissioner Gay Holloway as one of his “guinea pig” projects. The Illinois Lumber and Material Dealers Assn. will assemble a collection of stock plans from leading national plan firms. The Springfield FHA will look them over, announce which ones it will approve. The lumbermen will distribute approved designs to retailers and small builders.

Nusser expects small towns to benefit most by the scheme. Said he: “We’re aiming at the next bracket above the Sec. 8 house—houses in the $7,000 to $9,000 price class.”

The stock plan trial was not calculated to make architects happy. Nor—stock plans being what they are—was it likely to help produce really good housing. But if it made FHA terms available where only conventional financing was on tap before, it might buoy up the housing market at a time when builders can use more customers.

### Low-cost Title I, Sec. 8 FHA program gains momentum as Congress gets bill to end it

FHA’s bargain-basement new house deal, Title I, Sec. 8, had never done much business. For most of the nearly four years since Sec. 8 was born, lenders scorned investing in pint-sized loans, which cost as much to service as bigger ones and thus netted them less per dollar.

Last month, just as Sec. 8 at last was picking up speed like a runaway train, the administration accepted the recommendation of President Eisenhower’s policy committee to merge it with Title II. The 1954 housing bill, in its present form, would kill Title I. Sec. 8 (see p. 33), although FHA had plans to retain the essential features of the program for homes priced below about $7,000.

**Poor-man standards.** The big difference—the thing that put a new Title I, Sec. 8 house within reach of a man who could not otherwise afford a new home—was lower construction standards. Sec. 8 subdivisions do not have to conform with FHA’s strictest site improvement requirements, and can be sold without painting, final trim and landscaping, allowing low-income purchasers to save money by doing this work themselves.

Sec. 8 was inaugurated in Apr. ’50 with a 95%, $4,750 mortgage ceiling so a purchaser only needed $250 cash for a $5,000 house. Up to the end of 1951, however, FHA insured only 6,152 Sec. 8 houses, and in 1952 only 5,615. Last year, the figure sunk to 4,625 units, but as the year ended a sharp upsurge in applications began. December insurance requests involved 1,568 units (a rate of nearly 20,000 a year). In the first five weeks of 1954 another 2,786 applications poured in (a rate of nearly 30,000 a year).

**Product makes a market.** The sudden spurt was chiefly attributable to zooming sales of National Home’s prefabricated Cadet houses. The Cadet, soundly designed and heavily promoted, sells for approximately $5,600 to a two-bedroom model, $6,200 for four bedrooms (H&H, Nov. ’53). But sales of conventional houses with Sec. 8 financing also were increasing. There were underlying reasons.

Twice last year, FHA sweetened Sec. 8 mortgage terms for lenders. First, FHA authorized a 1 1/2% service fee to compensate lenders for the relatively higher expense of handling these small mortgages. Second, Congress authorized a $1,000 hike in the value of houses under the program, or a $5,700 mortgage on a $6,000 home.

National Homes dealers taking orders on Sec. 8 terms from model Cadet homes reported impressive sales stories.

The first day a model was opened in the Okaw Valley project at Tuscola, III., near Champaign-Urbana, 87 houses were sold; by the end of a week, 104.

At noon Jan. 24, the Ames Construction Co. in East St. Louis opened a model. By 4:30 p.m. it had orders to build houses on all 47 lots it controlled. Within another two weeks, it accepted applications for 60 more sales on another site.

In Valdosta, Ga., Dealer B. H. Roberts Jr. was erecting 20 Cadets in January for a company-housing project. By the first week in February he had sold 55 more to individuals though he had neither a sales program nor a model house.

**Order system.** Dealers do not contract to build a fixed number of units from National Homes, although in some cases they may announce they plan projects of so many hundreds. The system: based on dealers’ sales plans, National ships them one house a day, or 10 a week, or 100 a month. If a dealer finds he can sell more and can put them up at the faster pace, National ups shipments accordingly. Primarily, however, the dealer only orders houses from National on the basis of the firm orders he takes from home buyers, and National ships them to him on a schedule geared to his erection program.

**Quality controls.** Some critics question whether the minimal specifications for Sec. 8 subdivisions may create rural slums. For instance, Realty Editor Grady Clay wrote recently in the Louisville Courier-Journal that in Dealer A. L. Willie’s development at Brandenburg “the streets are unpaved, the sidewalks and driveways gravelled,” although
the town agreed it would asphalt the subdivision streets over a five-year period. Of the model house, Clay wrote: "Floors are of pine, with no subflooring or insulation ... . The walls transmit sound easily; there are no gutters to carry rain away from the front and back doors; the refrigerator is right beside the furnace; the exterior walls are cold. The exposed roof rafters have an array of knots, even an occasional knot hole. To all these points one must immediately ask: 'What do you expect for $6,000 these days?'

Although Sec. 8 allows construction in outlying and rural areas without city water, septic tanks and other strict site-improvement rules that apply to Title I financing, FHA directors seemed to be using moral suasion and unwritten controls to avoid large Sec. 8 subdivisions that could become rural slums. National Homes is meeting this problem by having Architect-Consultant Charles M. Goodman approve all project layouts before selling a dealer his houses. Moreover, the firm is offering several $1,000 prizes for the best subdivision layouts.

Low-cost conventions. In the nonprefabricated market, Suffolk County, Long Island, was one area experiencing a small increase. Builders Milton Saper and George B. Rahmer opened a project in Central Islip in October. By the end of December, they had sold all 318 units. These were 600 sq. ft., $5,990 slab-foundation houses with a sinktub and central heating plant included. The builders accepted the $300 down payment in installments, $60 at contract signing and the remainder between then and title closing.

Four other Sec. 8 projects totaling about 600 more houses were started in Suffolk County last fall, and the market at $5,990-$6,000 was brisk and competitive. One offered almost 700 sq. ft. of floor area with unfinished space for a den or third bedroom; another was completely painted, another supplied kitchen cabinets. At least four more projects were planned for 1954, elsewhere in the county. After Carlton Park was started, Islip township adopted an 800 sq. ft. minimum—200 sq. ft. above FHA's Sec. 8 minimum.

Twelve Sec. 8 projects totaling 1,156 concrete block houses were being built in Florida. Others were rising in Maryland, Michigan, Oklahoma, Georgia and the Syracuse, N.Y. area.

**NAREB, taxpayer groups organize realty federation**

NAREB and the National Apartment Owners Association launched a national federation of existing local, state and national property owner and taxpayer organizations called the American Real Property Federation. Its headquarters, phone and boss, Herb Nelson, were all the same as NAREB's, in Washington.

**PEOPLE:** Joe McMurray quits Senate banking committee for NY public housing job; Hugh Askew of FHA to join NAHB

For the last five years, as staff director of the Senate banking committee, Joseph P. McMurray has been one of the key men behind writing the nation's housing laws. Courted by every organization interested in housing, 41-year-old McMurray is 1) a dynamo with a keen and politically perceptive mind, and 2) a genius at writing legislation for hasty introduction following a committee wrangle.

Both Democratic Committee Chairman Burnet Maybank in the 81st and 82d Congress and the present chairman, Homer Capehart, have relied heavily on his judgment, his facts and his speech-writing talent. Twice recently, Republican Capehart has sent Democrat McMurray to speak for him at building industry meetings.

Last month, Mayor Robert F. Wagner of New York wood McMurray away from his $11,700 Washington job to a $17,500-a-year post with the New York City Housing Authority. Whether McMurray would become executive director or assistant to Chairman Philip J. Cruce (a reappointed holdover from Mayor Impellitteri's regime) was still unsettled. McMurray was to move to New York this month, after helping draft the new housing bill.

The resignation of Colonel Hugh Askew as ass't. FHA commissioner in charge of field operations struck Washington observers as the start of a big-scale personnel shake-up in FHA's top brackets. Askew, 58, with FHA for 19 years, will join NAHB's new mortgage finance department. He headed FHA's Oklahoma office before going to Washington, pioneered cooperative and low-cost housing in the South-west; Edgar McIntosh, assistant to the commissioner, left last month to head up mortgage operations for Southern & Western Life Insurance Co. in Cincinnati; Ward Cox, former ass't. commissioner for cooperative housing, went into private consultant work in Washington. FHA corridors buzzed with talk that Curt Mack, long-time ass't. commissioner in charge of underwriting, would be leaving the agency shortly.

District directors (more than half of FHA's 74 offices had new men by the end of last year) continued to come and go: F. Gay Ash left the West Virginia post, to be replaced by former Congressman Hubert S. Ellis; Real- tor Wallace E. Berg took over in Minnesota, replacing Harold B. Forley; Fred B. Ingstad succeeded to the North Dakota office on the death of A. E. Goldammer; Frank W. Corliss was appointed director in Vermont, will keep ex-director Frederic C. Winchey on his staff.

NAHB President Dick Hughes named a new 18-man executive committee: the five top officers and Past President E. M. Spiegler; Leonard Frank, Long Island; George Goodyear, Charlotte, N.C.; Joseph Horvath, St. Louis, E. J. Burke Jr., San Antonio; Martin Bartling Jr., Knoxville; W. Hamilton Crawford, Baton Rouge; Frank Collins, Philadelphia; Wallace Johnson, Memphis; Arthur Oman, Boston; John Worthman, Ft. Wayne; Andy Oddstad, San Francisco; Frank W. Cartwright, Berkeley, Calif.

Title I FHA repair loan operatives made criminal news again. An Oakland, Calif. improvement contractor and three of his salesmen were indicted by a federal grand jury on four counts of conspiracy to violate the Federal Housing Act, and on 11 charges of making false statements. The four—N. H. DeShong, Arnold Well, Ben Zukerman and James N. Stefan—were accused of offering home owners who bought their improvement services fees for use of their homes as "models." The fees were never paid. The indictment came after the customers complained.

Architect Ezra Sohrin was named, with four others, to membership in the National Institute of Arts and Letters. Membership in the society (it is affiliated with the American Academy of Arts and Letters) is for life, is limited to 250 and is based on a candidate's "notable achievements in art, music or literature." Architect James Kellum Smith of New York was one of two new vice presidents elected.

Architect Richard J. Neutra deeded his drawings, architectural studies, travel sketches, manuscripts and photographs to the University of California in Los Angeles, along with funds for proper utilization of the material. A board of three will be chosen to study the accumulation and take care of its division into texts and dissertations. Said Neutra: "Such editing should be commenced as soon as possible and I shall be available for consultation in all its phases."

**CONGRATULATIONS:** to Helena M. Carter, 18-year-old high school senior from Atlanta, Ga., for winning NAREB's prize for the best essay on "My Responsibility under the Bill of Rights"; to Sacramento Realtor Thomas W. Yeates, chosen the city's "outstanding young man of 1953" by the junior chamber of commerce.
John Taylor Egan, 63, ex-PHA commissioner with 12 years of government service, will join the Washington office of Arthur C. Holden & Associates, New York architects. Egan was nudge out of the commissioner's job (which he had held for five years) last June to make room for administration choice Charles E. Slusser, former mayor of Akron, Ohio.

NAMED: Architect Edmund R. Purves of Philadelphia, executive director of AIA, to serve on the advisory committee on housing established by FHA last year; Cole G. Parker of Neenah, Wis., chairman of the board of Kimberly-Clark Corp., to be chairman of the board of the Federal Home Loan Bank of Chicago; M. E. Rinker of West Palm Beach, new president of the National Concrete Masonry Assn.; Architect John G. Flewars Jr. of Austin, as executive director of the Texas Society of Architects.

DIED: Wisconsin's "No. 1 realtor," quiet, humorous Otto N. Ludwig of Wauwatosa, in real estate and the mortgage loan business 62 years, Feb. 2 in Wauwatosa. He was 79. He was known as the father of the Wisconsin real estate brokers' license law; served ten years as treasurer of the Milwaukee Realtors Board and was active in introducing uniform conveyance blanks and fees in 1929. (He estimated the new system saved the people of the state an annual $200,000 at that time.)

Other deaths: R. Bruce Estelle, 55, of New York, head of the real estate department of the National City Bank in his youth, recently in business for himself and real estate consultant to the Ford Foundation, Feb. 9 in New York; Theodore L. Shuffer, 61, of Montclair, N.J., first vice-president and a director of Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., Feb. 12 on a business trip in Chicago.

Washington architect designs House of Tomorrow

Realty Editor Paul Herron of the "Washington Star" was reading a HOUSE & HOME Round Table discussion on home design when he had an idea: why not synthesize the ideas for better home design into a single "house of tomorrow" suited to the capital's climate? To plan this dwelling "on a hypothetical site for hypothetical clients" he drafted Architect Joseph Miller.

Wrote Miller in describing the house:

"The site slopes gently to the south. This allows upper and lower levels to be fully glazed. . . . (with) a cantilevered terrace on the entrance floor (upper) and direct exit at grade at the floor below (to rear yard and garden). . . . Because the house is air-conditioned . . . windows occur only on the south and north exposures. Clerestory windows supplement perimeter lighting in certain locations. . . . Practically all furniture is built-in-place.

"The plan provides a large living area and sleeping wing on the entrance floor. . . . The fireplace has been kept at waist height to permit full exploitation of the garden view. . . . On the floor below are kitchen, dining and recreation areas . . . space for hobbies, games . . . utility and storage rooms."
CAN YOU ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS ON VINYL FLOORING?

You should know...  
but do you?

Does the thickness of flooring determine its wearability?

No. Vinyl has a much higher resistance to abrasion than other types of resilient flooring. For example, SLOANE-Delaware's Flor-Ever, tested with other types under identical abrasion tests, has shown up to double the abrasion resistance. Thus, you can see that even when thinner, Flor-Ever can outwear thicker materials.

Can any type of vinyl tile be installed over concrete below grade?

No, because vinyl products with backings cannot withstand alkali or moisture drawn through concrete. For positive assurance on below grade installations over concrete, insist on Flor-Ever Vinyl Asbestos Tile—a calendared composition of vinyl and asbestos which cannot be harmed or discolored by moisture and alkali.

Does the dimensional stability (expansion and contraction) of different types and brands of vinyl tiles vary?

Yes. Many manufacturers have had expansion and contraction problems in making vinyls. SLOANE-Delaware, after years of experience making and marketing every form of vinyl flooring known, has developed exclusive processes for absolute control of dimensional stability of vinyl tiles. This stability (which is better than the requirements of existing Federal specifications) is now GUARANTEED in all Flor-Ever Vinyls.

Do you know what flooring will wear best in heavy traffic areas?

Actual tests have shown that Flor-Ever Supreme Tile wears longer than any other type of resilient flooring. Flor-Ever Supreme—made from "clear" virgin vinyl—is the finest resilient tile available

Where is the only source that can supply your complete VINYL flooring requirements?

Your Sloane-Delaware dealer has the only complete line of vinyls for all types of installations—on grade, above grade and below grade:

- FLOR-EVER® STANDARD by the yard and tile
- FLOR-EVER® VINYL ASBESTOS TILE
- FLOR-EVER® UNIVERSAL TILE
- FLOR-EVER® SUPREME TILE
- FLORAN—Rotogravure Printed, Vinyl Plated, by the yard

For complete, impartial, factual information that will be a ready reference on ALL types of vinyl floors... write Special Services Division, Sloane-Delaware Superior Floor Products, Trenton, N. J.
HOUSING STATISTICS:
Revised figures show private starts last year topped '52's; home mortgages set records

Last month, BLS boosted its estimate of new housing starts of last October by 2,000 private and 100 public units. The increase made 1953—a year of loudly proclaimed mortgage crisis—a year with more private housing starts than 1952. The margin was slim—1,068,900 to 1,068,500—but it would probably grow a little after November and December revisions.

Last year's nonfarm mortgages of $20,000 or less set an all time record, too: $19.7 billion (table below). They also topped other records; there were 3,164,000 mortgages; they averaged $6,241, compared with $5,701 in 1951 and $5,950 in 1952.

Nor did FHA and VA new home mortgages diminish last year. VA-guaranteed loans on new and proposed construction rose from 192,203 in 1952 to 202,934 last year. Loans on houses priced below $7,000 dropped from 9,047 to 4,155; loans on houses from $7,000 to $9,990 fell from 68,654 to 56,631. But loans for houses costing $10,000 or more soared from 115,182 to a record 142,148, or 70% of all new houses bought by vets.

FHA wrote insurance covering 151,777 dwelling units in new one-to-four-family homes last year, compared with 122,764 in 1952. Last year's mortgages on such units totaled $1,259 million, compared with $829 million in 1952. The average per unit rose 5.1%, from $7,890 to $8,292.

MORTGAGE LENDING ACTIVITY
(Investments in millions of dollars in nonfarm mortgages of $20,000 or less by various types of lenders)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>S&amp;L assns.</th>
<th>Ins. cos.</th>
<th>Comm. banks</th>
<th>savings banks</th>
<th>others</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>1,553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>6,452</td>
<td>1,420</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>1,137</td>
<td>5,408</td>
<td>18,617</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Change: full year +14.1% +4.2% +3.3% +16.7% +9.0% +9.6%

*All-time high.

SOURCES: Federal Home Loan Bank Board

MORTGAGE MARKET QUOTATIONS
(Originations quoted at net cost, secondary market sales quoted with servicing by seller)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>FHA 43/4's Originations</th>
<th>FHA VA 43/4's Secondary</th>
<th>FHA 43/4's Secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston, local</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-state</td>
<td>97-98</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>97-98</td>
<td>98-99</td>
<td>98-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>97½-99</td>
<td>97½-99</td>
<td>97½-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>96½-97</td>
<td>95½-97</td>
<td>95½-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>97-100</td>
<td>97-100</td>
<td>99½-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>98-99</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>99-100</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>98-100</td>
<td>97-100</td>
<td>97-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
<td>97½-99</td>
<td>97½-99</td>
<td>97½-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No market. **Market too uncertain to record stable quotations.
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LONG ISLAND SELLING

Long Island Homebuilder Bradford Stiles and Designer Joseph N. Heintz, Sarasota, Fla., joined forces, planned a group of 150 ranch houses in Sarasota priced at $10,500 on minimum plots of 9,000 sq. ft. They decided to improve on the usual practice of selling Florida homes to northern buyers from scale models, blueprints and artists' sketches. Instead, Stiles built a model in Huntington, L.I., convenient for New York prospects. Now they can inspect an exact copy of the house they are buying in New York, but take delivery 1,100 mi. away in Sarasota.

SAN FRANCISCO DOLDRUMS OVER

Realtors said the home sales doldrums around San Francisco were past and buyers were back in the market as eager as ever. They predicted early announcement of several large developments in Marin County, northward across the Golden Gate Bridge. These would serve not only San Francisco workers, but others from the rapidly expanding industrial area around Richmond, on the eastern shore of San Francisco Bay, to which a new bridge from Marin County is now under construction. . . .

South of San Francisco Henry Doelger started work on the 1,000 houses to be added to his Westlake development this year, and he may add 200 apartment units to the schedule. In January, Doelger invited his 87 five-year employees to a party, awarded them surprise bonuses totaling $100,000.

PREFABS WIN A MAJOR CONVERT

Chicago Builder George Nixon, describing himself as a "fanatical" convert to prefabrication, announced his firm would turn completely to prefab work. Nixon, first (1940) president of NAHB, has thus far completed about 160 prefabricated homes in the city's suburbs. He started out with larger units (to break down area resistance to prefabs), is now developing plans for a four-bedroom unit to sell for around $6,200. He figures his homes sell for from 20% to 25% less than conventionally built houses of comparable size. (Note: a first estimate on the number of prefabricated homes shipped by the industry in 1953 was 55,000—making it the second biggest year in terms of unit production.)

WILL MIAMI PASS NEW ORLEANS?

Prediction by Philip Moore, president of First Research Corp. of Florida: in 1958, metropolitan Miami will pass Atlanta and New Orleans to become the South's largest city. Moore said present populations are: New Orleans 736,000, Atlanta 724,000, and ami and vicinity totaled a record $203 million. They included 15,648 one-and two-family homes, 6,353 apartments units, 3,336 hotel and motel rooms. The result, completed last fall, was this four-story walkup. It has 39 one-room units of 312 and 360 sq. ft. (plus baths). With rents $94 to $104 a month, furnished, the apartments were snapped up fast. Each apartment has an individual room heater and kitchenette facilities.

$94-A-MONTH UNIT VIES FOR ROOMING HOUSE TRADE

Milwaukee Homebuilder A. K. Helferman likes to do the unusual. One of his ideas: a downtown building of all-efficiency apartments for single persons and young couples who want to live near the heart of the city but often can do so only in unattractive boarding houses or substandard housing.

The result, completed last fall, was this four-story walkup. It has 39 one-room units of 312 and 360 sq. ft. (plus baths). With rents $94 to $104 a month, furnished, the apartments were snapped up fast. Each apartment has an individual room heater and kitchenette facilities.

LONG ISLAND HOUSES MERGE THREE LIVING AREA ROOMS

Growth of light industry on Long Island and the large AEC research center at Brookhaven were boosting homebuilding in Suffolk County, the island's eastern end. Last month, Housing Assoc. headed by Bernard Krinsky announced plans to erect at least 4,000 homes over the next five years, starting immediately with Eastwood Village, a 1,500-home community at Centerhead, almost 50 mi. from Manhattan.

Eastwood Village homes, priced from $9,990 up, will have the same basic 21'-8" x 20'-6" open-plan kitchen-dining-living room (shown above), with only the central fireplace chimney to provide separation. Said Architect Herman K. York: "Eventually kitchen appliances will be part of the furnishings of a house . . . refrigerators will be built-in."

Housing Associates won an NAHB award for outstanding community planning at its Forest City project in Wantagh, L.I. Affiliated with it for the Eastwood Village project: Norman K. Winston, defense housing and New York and Chicago apartment builder.
The awning window with the most exploitable advanced features. Designed and engineered to give you a window of enduring beauty... easy to handle, easy to install, easy to operate, easy to keep! Ualco Aluminum Awning Windows—a tribute to your skill!
Slum clearance depends on solving minority housing problems, says HHF Administrator

What is probably the plainest talk yet by a high government official on the relation of slum clearance to minority housing problems came last month from HHF Administrator Albert Cole. He was speaking to the Economic Club of Detroit—a city with a background of race riots, a still-swelling Negro population (now about 17%) housed in about a dozen different Negro districts.

In essence, Cole warned his audience of top businessmen and civic leaders that they cannot hope to wipe out the slum rot that blights their city until they overcome the race prejudice that now denies Negroes as much land to live on as their purse could buy. Either do something about minority housing, or forget about slum clearance, said Cole.

'The critical factor.' This is the way he put it: "... Regardless of what measures are provided or developed to clear slums and meet low-income housing needs, the critical factor in the situation which must be met is the factor of racial exclusion from the greater and better part of our housing supply. I must tell you that no program of housing or urban improvement, however well-conceived, well-financed or comprehensive, can hope to make more than indifferent progress until we open up adequate opportunities to minority families for decent housing...

"... At least two-thirds of the slum families in many of our major cities are minority families who, regardless of income, would find it extremely difficult to get other housing. We cannot hope to meet the housing requirements of our low-income families—of which minorities constitute a disproportionately large number—until and unless we open the doors of an adequate supply of good private housing to them.

"This is not, let me stress, a low-income problem as such. Low income simply complicates the problem of many minority families, but all face it—even those with relatively high incomes. A great many of these families are able and willing to pay for good housing, if they can find it. Their incomes have greatly improved over the past decade, and they are ready to enter the market if the market will receive them. Recent studies in a number of our large cities indicate a very substantial waiting market for Negro housing ranging from $40 to $90 in rents and from $6,500 to $15,000 for sales housing, with a fair number of minority families able to enter the luxury market."

Neglected market. Al Cole called it "very poor business to ignore one-tenth of our population as a housing market." He added: "It is worse than bad business. We are simply not living up to the standards of a free economy and a democratic society."

Cole recited what real estate men and builders know, but most mortgage lenders publicly deny: 1) The best hope for Negroes to escape slums is to buy an old house in a declining neighborhood for more than it is worth; 2) "if he is able and willing to pay the price, he has difficulty getting financing on reasonable or even equal terms."

Hanging spoken those blunt truths, Al Cole added another blunt truth that vocal Negro champions do not like to hear. Said he: "This is not primarily a federal problem. ... The real problem lies with the citizens—the businessmen, the builders, the lenders, the realtors and the civic leaders and officials who will have to face it [it]. ... The blockade of custom and code, of unjustified economic fears, must be breached, and the Negro family must be given access to good homes and good neighborhoods. No citizen can afford to let this minority housing pressure continue to build up to the explosion point, as it already has in some instances [see below].

"Federal help cannot do the job by itself. ... It can only assist the communities to do the job. ... If you don't want to clear your slums and renew your cities, forget it. But if you do, then get busy." ... 

Growing interest in building for the Negro market may be matched by stepped-up government aid, according to Joseph Ray, assistant to the HHF Administrator for racial relations. Ray said he hoped to expand the staff of government housers aiding minority projects from 18 to about 35. Ray told House & Home he detected signs that sites for minority housing are becoming more readily available.

A panel on minority housing at NAHB's January convention agreed sites and financing are still the big problems of serving the Negro market. President Maurice E. Massey Jr. of Peoples Bond & Mortgage Co. of Philadelphia declared he intended to "triple our volume" of Negro housing loans in the next two years because the Negro has "earned the respect of mortgage bankers simply and quietly by paying his debts." Of the 12,000 loans he was servicing, said Massey, there was no difference between the delinquency rate for white and nonwhite borrowers. On the other hand, Mortgage Banker Donald McGregor of Houston reported Negro delinquencies among the 56,000 loans his firm services were "more than twice the overall average." Said housing Director Reginald A. Johnson of the National Urban League: "Builders slowly are convincing mortgage bankers that this is a sound market."

New York quarrels over relocating slum displacees—tiny fraction of people who move

Does slum clearance via redevelopment and public housing breed new slums? In New York, a rent-controlled city where housing is still a big problem, the question became a front-page issue last month. Its national implications pointed at the touchiest building problem of all: race prejudice.

The racket began back in December when word leaked out that New York's city planning commission was bottling up a sizzling staff report on relocation of slum families because—so the allegations went—City Construction Coordinator Robert Moses and three other commission members wanted to water down some of the findings. Civic groups (among them the Citizens Housing & Planning Council) and finally the city council itself put heat on the planning commission to air the study. After seven weeks of pondering, the commission did so. Facts revealed:

> Between Jan. 1, '46 and Mar. 31 last year, 45,810 families and 17,820 individuals (total: 170,000 persons) had to move because of slum clearance. Of them, 37% were nonwhite and Puerto Rican.
> About 25% wound up in public housing. But even New York officials did not know what happened to the other 71%. A sample survey among 3,284 tenants showed these movements:
> To public housing: 32% Unknown ... 42% To other slums ... 11% Misc. ... 4%
> To nonslums ... 11%
> In the next three years, New York expects to uproot 56,120 more tenants (about 18,700 a year, compared to a 14,000-a-year pace for the last three years). About 35% of the displacees will be nonwhite and Puerto Rican.
READ ABOUT ACTIVE QUALITY WARE IN:
BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

ACTIVE TOOL & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PLUMBING WARE DIVISION
888 Clairpointe Ave.
DETROIT 15, MICH.

Remember If It's An ACTIVE...It's ATTRACTIVE!

STAINLESS STEEL SINKS

... when you create a home from "marks on paper" and you give it your "personal touch" you feel mighty proud ... and naturally so. But ... how often does the potential housewife look at the kitchen sink and remain silent? When that prospective housewife looks at that sink—she's looking at the one part of the whole house that she'll use the most. Thus, really, that should be an important item to a builder. It should be a conversational sales booster to any home. Are the sinks you're putting in homes causing favorable comment? Then, by all means install an ACTIVE Stainless Steel Sink. Watch the difference! Just try one, if you like ... then check the difference!

Ask your plumber about ACTIVE QUALITY WARE STAINLESS STEEL ... he'll know about it and can tell you of its advantages for the housewife. It's not only stainproof—but it's everlasting.

The leaders are leading the way ... with ACTIVE Stainless Steel Sinks. They're beautiful when new and become more beautiful as time passes.
To help rehouse these 18,700 annual pawns into private housing.

Private developers isn't good policy. As it bureau of the Board of Estimate (top city of redevelopment, New York offers cash bo-

governing body) supervises most relocation except that involving public housing, which is handled by the City Housing Authority. (In practice, as the report did not point out, the city realty bureau turns the job over to private realty firms.)

Is it well done? Was the machinery ade-

quate for the relocation job? On that, the planning commission split 4-3. The majority agreed with Moses that it was. The minority, including Planning Commissioner Laurence Orton, demanded the city set up a central relocation bureau to insure uniform treatment of displaces. It accused the majority of dis-
torting the staff's conclusion that New York has too little vacant land to meet its needs for new housing in the next decade. (The commission did agree the city should have a $100 million public housing program financed by a tax of $2 a year on every telepho-

All in all, the report shed a disappoint-
ingly faint glimmer on one of redevelopment's darkest corners. But if facts were slim, there were still a lot of people deeply troubled over relocation of slum displaces. Said Executive Vice President Ira Robbins of Citizens Housing & Planning: "Slum displacees come from the worst areas. If they are not elderly perhaps they are poor credit or extra-large families with kids, or Negroes. They can't pay substantial amounts under the table (to get into vacant apart-

Putting relocation in the hands of private developers isn't good policy. As it is new, some New York relocation function is fine. But in other places tenants get shuffled around. There's no uniform policy of paying moving expenses, the overlap of a month's

Two late the recession? Many students of the problem think the No. 1 reason for the postwar wave of Puerto Rican and Negro immigrants has been the easy availability of jobs. Indeed, the Puerto Rican department of labor's office in Manhattan this month re-

The first job was to end the present over-
crowding. More and more building men are coming to agree with the formula of Chicago's James Downes Jr. who said recently the only hope is "moving families from jammed slum areas directly to outlying areas where ade-

LAND, lots of land. Would the slump in jobs and business turn the tides of migration across the US that had intensified rot in old city neighborhoods? It was too soon to tell; but popular demand for cities to use their policing power to prevent new slums from forming was clearly on the rise when a pro-

Others disagree. In Chicago this month, Welfare Commissioner Alvin E. Rose noted that transients including hundreds of Puerto Ricans were flocking into the city and seek-

"We can benefit from the example of New York," he said.

Subdivision to use student-designed home-show house

Architecture students at Arizona State College designed and built this $16,000, three-bedroom house for last month's Phoenix Home Show. The result was an attractive that Misses Lucille Pres-

A contractor, made a deal with the school for the students to erect another model on one of her lots, and let her use the design for a forthcoming subdivision.

In the home-show model, the composition board roof was omitted to admit overhead light from the state fairgrounds building. The house uses no plaster at all. Ceiling lighting will be bulbs or fluorescent tubes behind glass in a recess of the exposed rafters—a system which Architect Mel C. Ensign, head of the college's architectural division, also likes to use in $85,000 Phoenix homes, although he thinks it is one of the cheapest systems going.
MODERN MORTGAGES

A monthly report on important developments in the modernization of mortgage credit, with particular emphasis on the expanding potential of the package mortgage, the open-end mortgage and the expandable mortgage.

Eisenhower backs open-end mortgage; Congress writing it into new housing bill

President Eisenhower gave his approval to the proposal for modernizing FHA mortgages with open-end provisions. This was one of the unanimous recommendations of his Committee on Housing Policy and has wider support throughout the entire homebuilding industry than almost any major housing reform that has ever come before Congress. Said the President late in January in his annual Economic Report: “Further steps could be taken to facilitate the repair and modernization of existing structures, by making supplementary advances on outstanding loans more readily available. To this end, means to overcome the technical difficulties of insuring supplementary loans are being studied.”

After this presidential nod, action was swift. Representatives of NAHB, MBA, NAREB, the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association and other industry groups conferred with FHA Deputy Commissioner Walter Greene, General Counsel B. C. Bovard and members of the Congressional committees handling this year’s housing law changes. It was agreed the technical difficulties were not more than they could master in time for this session’s updating of the FHA statutes. For the united front of the homebuilding industry a long-sought victory was near.

Under the legislative provisions being drafted last month FHA open-end reborrowing would be limited to loans for home repairs, improvements, modernization or additions, as the President’s advisory committee recommended. Charges, premiums and other terms would be set by FHA under administrative procedures.

MBA for moderate fee. Supplemented by the approvals from various homebuilding industry leaders recorded on this page last month, an MBA committee that studied the advisory committee’s open-end FHA recommendation urged the MBA governors to give it full approval. Its report:

“The association approves with this comment: assuming that an ‘open-end’ clause is included in a mortgage, at the time such clause is used and the mortgage amount is increased, there will always be extra work required of the organization servicing the loan. It is the association’s recommendation, therefore, that the legislation authorizing such clauses . . . should also authorize the payment by the mortgagor, at the time the mortgage is increased, of a servicing fee of $.25, or 1% of the increase, whichever is greater.”

Vast modernization market. One particular reason the advisory committee gave for urging FHA open-ending: it would provide a method so “the average home owner could readily obtain funds to finance modernization and repair or expansion of home properties as his family grows in size or his economic status improves.” At the annual MBA—New York University winter mortgage conference, Economics Professor Martin R. Gainsbrugh, who also is chief economist for the National Industrial Conference Board, cited two factors that would give tremendous stimulus to the home expansion and improvement market for many years ahead and thus create a large demand for credit (financing that in many cases might be provided most easily and effectively through open-end mortgage re-advances):

1. In the annual survey of consumer finances made for the Federal Reserve Board by the University of Michigan survey research center, people have been asked: “What major expenditure would you most like to make?” For the last two years the most frequent answers have been “home additions and repairs.”

2. Probably the greatest cause of the soaring demand for home additions: the great increase in births of second, third and fourth children. Total annual births have declined only a trifle from their 3,700,000 peak in 1947, said Gainsbrugh, and last year were still 24.8 for each 1,000 persons, compared with only 21 for each 1,000 in the twenties. Since 1947, however, first births have declined from 41.6% to 31.7% of all births, while second children rose from 26.9 to 30.4% (almost matching first births). Births of third children increased from 13.7 to 17.4%.

Smaller FHA losses. One incidental but pointed reason why FHA would profit to modernize its mortgages with open-ending provisions was found in the statistical tables that buttressed the report of the President’s advisory committee. (H&H, Jan. ’54). On the $6.5 billion property improvement loans FHA insured over the last 20 years it suffered losses amounting to $70 million. On the three times greater $20 billion home loans it insured, secured by mortgages rather than notes, losses were only $5 million. VA has been covering open-end advances for years.
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Cover: Carmel house by Frank Lloyd Wright; photo: Roger Sturtevant.
"As transparent as the waves, 

yet as sturdy as the rock... 

with the long white surf lines of the sea"

That is the kind of house I promised my client. This "cabin on the rocks" is not a family house but a haven at the seaside for a single individual living in specific comfort of her own choosing. It is appropriately simple: a little kitchen, guest bedrooms, baths, and a chamber for the mistress of the house.

It is small yet wide open, built around a tall, strong fireplace, overlooking the great Pacific on three sides. Breaking waves often dash up over the windows, which are so constructed that they may be left open in wind and spray.

The roof, in verdigris-color enameled metal, is there to stay, adding a blue-green note to the seascape it falls within. The over-all effect is quiet, and the long white surf lines of the sea seem to join the lines of the house to make a natural melody.

Here is the same old challenge to the architect: expressing the special conditions, the special circumstances. Does not whatever art there is in architecture come from this?

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
Taliesin West, February, 1954

LOCATION: Carmel, Calif.
THOMAS D. CHURCH, landscape architect
MILES BAIN, contractor
ROGER STURTEVANT, photographer
A planning lesson from FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT...
... how big can a tiny house be?

In this little house Frank Lloyd Wright did far more than achieve drama on a dramatic site overlooking the Pacific. He lavished the infinite pains of genius to fit all the many spaces together so that every inch would count, to make little rooms spacious where spaciousness was needed, to make all the living areas seem bigger than they really are.

Here is an in-line house with three bedrooms, three baths, a kitchen and a 400 sq. ft. living area—all in 1,000 sq. ft.! For some of the ways Wright did so much with so little space, turn the page...
A small living room becomes as big as its view...

Using as a module a 4' equilateral triangle, or doubling it to make a diamond, Wright constructs strings of little polygonal spaces:

These rooms mesh neatly together in his plan, never meeting in a static right angle, never forming a conventional box shape, which would soon make you aware of how small this house really is. All the way around the outside of the plan the walls come together in wide, 120° angles that liberate the interior spaces, gently molding them into flowing curves instead of constricting them in rigid 90° corners. All the rooms are tiny indeed, but none seems tiny because none is a box...
the plan is a geometrical jigsaw puzzle without a single right angle

khip's galley, roughly 74 sq. ft., tucked behind huge chimney. Everything is within easy reach.

In-line plan needs long hall, but Wright saved space by paring it to 30°. (Pullman corridor is 26°.)

Inside baths, less than 25 sq. ft. each, yield more outside wall space to bedrooms, are skylighted.

Imagine a window 12' long in an 80 sq. ft. room! Triangular bedrooms give space where it is needed.
Onto his intricate plan

Broad brim, overhanging the walls by 6' in most places, is pulled down low all the way around to protect the "eyes" of the house, the windows, against intense sky glare, sea spray and driving rain. Stepped-out sash (shown above at master-bedroom corner) allows dry, closely controlled ventilation through horizontal-sliding boards between steps—even in high wind, water.

Covered walk leads from carport in background to front door, past terrace sheltered in the crook of the plan. Vertical fins of plywood at left act as baffles to keep sun off inside hall.
Wright lowers a big, sweeping roof

**Oversize roof**, with an area of 3,000 sq. ft., is two-and-a-half times the size of the 1,200 sq. ft. house and carport underneath!

**Below**, sweeping horizontal lines of roof pull together the many angles and jogs of house and carport. Porcelain enamel tiles are 4" triangular "pans" on same module as floor plan, with crimped-down edges fitted into channels on roof structure. Lower edges of some are stamped into patterned rows of dentils.
What's new in air conditioning?

On these 24 pages, the answers:

1. Costs are lower than you think (p. 108).
2. It has an enormous appeal to families (p. 120).
3. There are new ways to merchandise it (p. 120).
4. Engineers know how to produce better cooling (p. 126).
5. You can have windows without losing cooling (p. 125).
6. NAHB's Air-conditioned Village will be a scientific and psychological testing ground (p. 119).
7. Air-conditioned indoor garden can be enjoyed the year around (p. 112).
8. Cooling makes the indoors pleasanter than outdoors in hot weather (p. 116).
9. A water-to-air heat pump can make a lot of sense in certain locations (p. 118).

Opposite: this handsome Houston house by Architect Hamilton Brown embodies many sound design principles for cooling. Its stepped-back double overhangs on the south shade both bedroom windows and the living-room window wall. The big trees provide extra shade when the sun is low.
Typical house has 1,150 sq. ft. floor area, sold for $12,500 in 1952. Cross-section (right) shows overhead air outlets, central return air grilles.

Operating costs are lower than you think . . .

. . . only $64 per house for five months' cooling

for the second hottest summer on record in Dallas

HOW 1953 COOLING COSTS VARY
FOR 35 HOUSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$111 - $120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$101 - $110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$91 - $100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$81 - $90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$71 - $80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$61 - $70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$51 - $60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$41 - $50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30 - $40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under $30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total bills for cooling electricity vary from a low $11.91 for a family that was away two months to a $111.57 high for a house with big windows facing east and west and a family that likes 68° all summer. More important: 26 bills (74%) ran from $41 to $80.

Here for the first time are documented figures on just how low the actual operating costs proved to be in the first low-cost builder houses planned for air conditioning.

In 1953, second hottest summer in the history of the Dallas weather bureau, a group of 35 families paid average electrical bills of less than $13 a month for cooling their 1,150 sq. ft. houses. For the whole five-month cooling season these bills averaged $64.09 per family, according to a study just made by the local electric company. Their water bills for cooling towers were $2 to $3 for the entire summer.

Because these figures came from Dallas they have special significance. Dallas is much hotter and much more humid than average US cities, and last summer was a record breaker even for Dallas; the temperature hit 100° or higher on 34 different days. Operating costs for cooling in houses like these would be even lower almost anywhere else.

The $13-a-month average is so low it should upset FHA-VA-insistence that a family have as much as $100 a month higher income to qualify for a $12,500 house with air conditioning than to qualify for a $12,500 house without it. It is this FHA-VA stand that has discouraged many builders from offering air conditioning.

Of these 35 houses, 29 are like the one above and were built by Lewis & Lamberth or Laughlin & Silver (H&H, Apr. '52). The other six are much the same and were built by Crow & Benda across the street. All but two have 2-ton GE units; the other two have 3-ton units (and had high operating costs).
ELECTRICAL BILLS CLUSTER AROUND $64 AVERAGE

Each dot represents actual electric bill for air conditioning one house. Highest bills were for families who kept temperatures around 70°, had unshaded windows, children running in and out. Water costs averaged $2 to $3 per house for cooling towers.

Typical house had cooling bills varying month to month as shown here. All bills are based on Dallas rate of 1.65¢ per kw-h.

Operating costs could have been even lower

The impressive $64 figure reflects great credit on the builders and the engineers from Texas Distributors, Inc., who laid out the system. But the fact is that operating costs could have been even lower if all the big windows had been fully shaded. In general, houses with unshaded east or west windows had highest operating costs. The builders believed that for sales purposes they should not eliminate west windows and hoped that trees would eventually shade them. In some cases carports shade east or west windows.

All houses have 24' overhangs, 3' mineral wool insulation or the equivalent in aluminum foil in the roof and 2' insulation in the walls. And slab floors make these houses easier to cool than would crawl spaces or basements.

Maintenance costs average $8 a family

"We've been surprised at the low servicing costs," says Engineer Jack Lowe, president of Texas Distributors. "Families cut them by doing their own work—like cleaning and replacing filters. Many service their cooling towers. We estimate that they are only paying $8 a summer for maintenance and servicing."

Previous maintenance estimates were high because they were based on large Texas houses where older air conditioners were installed for families who called a serviceman whenever a filter needed changing.

Two tons is enough even in Dallas

Two summers ago, when families were moving into these houses, many Dallas dealers doubted that 2-ton units could cool 1,150 sq. ft. houses with considerable glass. The old rule of thumb—1 ton for every 500 sq. ft. of floor, which perhaps made sense for uninsulated houses not designed for air conditioning—was commonly accepted without question.

Builders and architects everywhere will be happy to learn that 2 tons were enough. "We keep our house at 74° practically all the time," says one owner. "A neighbor across the street only manages 78° when it's really hot. We think one difference is that our cooling tower is on the south where it gets the prevailing breeze and hers is on the north." Another reported: "We're delighted with the cooling. Some of the neighbors griped a bit when 105° weather forced inside temperatures a little over 80°. But compared with the awful heat last summer, it was really cool in our houses."

And Builder Laughlin adds: "These are the happiest people we ever sold houses to. They like the design and they are delighted with the air conditioning."

Proof of the pudding

The most significant lesson for architects and builders is that inside temperatures and total electrical bills substantiated the engineers' original estimates and H&H's findings for cutting heat loads.
Cooling costs for electricity were only $64 for this 1,266 sq. ft. house in Wichita during five extremely hot months last summer—82 days of 90° or more including 45 days of 95° or more and 15 days of over 100°. House has a 3-hp compressor and a remote evaporative condenser for saving water. It was designed by Ned Cole for The Coleman Co., and about 50 copies of it have been built elsewhere. Except for big west windows, it was designed for air conditioning with 4" ceiling insulation, white roof, wide overhangs. The owners do considerable entertaining. The chart (at the right) shows electrical bills of $6 per month for household appliances, and an average of $11.80 for summer air conditioning (at 1.5¢ per kw-h). Actual cooling bills are 26% less than the $16 a month cautiously predicted by engineers when house was built (H&H, Oct. '52).

Air conditioning costs are low

Total power bills and old houses give false impressions. Operating costs for new houses are low not only in Dallas but also in other cities—lower than most people think because of two common misconceptions.

1. Many people confuse air-conditioning costs with total electric bills, and to make matters worse they remember the highest bill of the summer. They are likely to say their electrical bill is $25. Word soon spreads that air conditioning costs $25 a month, or $150 a year. A family living in the Wichita house above had one bill for $25, but of that, $6 was for other household electricity and only $19 for air conditioning. The $19 was for the hottest month and total air-conditioning electricity for five months was $64.

2. Many people believe that operating costs are as high in new houses as they are in old houses. Generally the first houses to be air conditioned were old and large. Word gets around that so-and-so pays $50 a month to run his cooling system, and perhaps he does. But a sprawling house, often uninsulated and with loose-fitting windows, is quite different from a house designed and insulated specifically for air conditioning. Any house that requires a 10- or 15-ton cooling system is obviously going to have high cooling bills.

Operating costs will be high even in new houses if they are large and disregard the design principles which make for economic operation, have large unshaded windows or inadequate insulation. The following cost data, selected from half a dozen cities, emphasize how proper design can keep operating costs low.

Water is a cost factor but not a large one. Only if water is cheap should it be thrown away. Otherwise a cooling tower, an evaporative or an air-cooled condenser should be used to save water.

Typical new house costs:

$9 per month in Sterling, Ill. Electrical bills for air conditioning a 1,275 sq. ft. house last summer were less than $9 a month. It was designed for air conditioning with a light roof, overhangs, insulation and has a 3-ton unit with an evaporative condenser.

$11.13 in Dayton. In a story-and-one-half house of 1,256 sq. ft. the electrical bill for three months of cooling last summer was $33.40, or about $11 a month. The family has a 3-ton unit, did quite a lot of entertaining.

$17.75 in Columbus. In a 1,400 sq. ft. house, a 2-ton air conditioner was operated for four months last summer for $71—a monthly average of $17.75.
Big window in front faces southwest; window wall on right faces southeast. Actual monthly costs for cooling electricity (above) are based on Fort Worth's lowest block: 2¢ per kw-h—about average for the US.

throughout the country

$18.70 per month in Tampa. In a 1,100 sq. ft. house a 2-ton cooling unit was operated for four summer months at a cost of $18.70 per month. This house has 52 lin. ft. of glass in its west wall which boosted operating cost; and Tampa's high humidity is another cost-raising factor.

$25.42 in San Antonio. Electrical bills for operating a 2-ton unit in a 1,100 sq. ft. house were $77.54 from May 27 to Sept. 1, or 82¢ a day for an "unusually" hot summer. The family consists of three adults and two children.

$14.58 in Houston. Six months of cooling a 1,100 sq. ft. house occupied by two people and a dog cost $87.48, or $14.58 per month. This house has a 3-hp unit.

$21 per month for a larger Houston house. A big two-story house of 2,000 sq. ft. with a 3-ton unit and two in the family cost $126 for six months, or $21 per month.

$23.40 per month in Houston. Summer bills for five months of cooling were $117, or $23.40 per month. There are four in the family plus a dog. A Chihuahua would not add much to the cooling load, but a pair of St. Bernards romping in and out all day can let in more heat than a big west window.

Fort Worth house holds low-cost cooling record

This trim, 1,750 sq. ft. house in Fort Worth cost its owners $49 all told for complete summer air conditioning with a standard 3-hp unit, despite 29 days of 100° or hotter. Of this, $47 was for electricity (see chart left), $2 for cooling tower water.

The house is an object lesson in how first-rate design for cooling pays off. And it makes the point that a flat roof and floor-to-ceiling windows — normally two immense sources of heat — can be incorporated in air-conditioned houses. The flat roof is fortified with over 7" of insulation: two 3½" blankets layered back to back over the ceiling. Over the insulation is a 2½" air space, built-up deck and white marble-chip roof. Walls have 3½" insulation and the entire house is enveloped with a foil vapor barrier (around the insulation) which reduces the humidity load on the compressor effectively (see p. 126).

Hot sun through the big glass areas on the southeast and southwest is minimized by wide 4' overhangs. Equally important, the owner religiously keeps inside bamboo blinds fully drawn across these windows when the early morning and late afternoon sun strikes under the overhangs.

These features for cooling pay off in winter, too. Heating runs under $40 a season so the house is fully air-conditioned the year round for less than $100.

Credit goes to local Designer Jack Schutts and to the local York air-conditioning distributor, Engineer A. W. Stubbsman, who built this house for himself.

How much is gas air conditioning?

Gas air conditioning is also cheaper than you think, but just how much cheaper depends on gas rates, which fluctuate widely according to the availability of natural gas.

Air-conditioning engineers say the break-even point for using gas air conditioners is around 80¢ to 90¢ per 1,000 cu. ft. of gas. Up to that point, gas is cheaper than electricity. The natural gas rate in Houston is on a sliding scale and users of gas air conditioning pay an average of 50¢ per 1,000 cu. ft. The Houston United Gas Co. advises that, based on operating costs in many houses, an average 5-ton unit can be operated all summer for $100, and a 3-ton unit for $70, including electricity.

In Dallas where the gas rate is 75¢ (about the same as in many towns in the North), the Lone Star Gas Co.'s records show that a 3-ton unit operates for $85 and a 5-ton for $125 for the summer, including electricity. Electricity to run the fan and pump of a gas air conditioner costs about 35% of the total operating bill.

Most gas units are in large houses where costs tend to run higher per square foot than in small houses. It is probable that these operating costs would be lower if houses were more compact and were carefully detailed for air-conditioning.
You can live with a sunny indoor garden...

This may be the first house ever air conditioned around an indoor garden.

On cool days the skylight lets in sunshine to warm the house and grow the plants. On hot days blinds outside the skylight can be closed, and their reflective aluminum shutters turn back most of the sun heat before it can get through the glass.

All the rooms are sealed with fixed windows against outside wind, dust and weather, and faced in toward the cheerful, spacious patio (shown above). In summer the house is cooled by a 5-hp unit; in winter it is warmed by radiant-ceiling heat and ventilated by the cooling unit's blower. Result: complete control over climate, sunlight and view.
Greenhouse garden brings planting inside where it thrives under controlled conditions, and where it can be enjoyed night and day from surrounding rooms. Dining space and traffic areas around plant bed are floored in tough, washable ceramic tile.

Skylight (right) faces south for winter sun; motor-adjusted aluminum blinds outside the double glazing stop hot summer rays. Ceiling lights make the garden dramatic at night.

Plastic screens (below) slide shut to form a private, well-lighted bedroom hall.

if you control the skylight with outside blinds
1. **South overhang** 8' wide keeps high summer sun off living room's floor-to-ceiling glass. Where kitchen juts out (left) sun line falls on solid wall panels.

2. **Shade tree** also helps keep sun off dining terrace and kitchen walls.

3. **Reflective ceiling insulation** (2-ply aluminum foil with three air spaces) bounces back 95% of the long heat waves reradiated from underside of roof. Missing: an air wash through vents in overhang to dispel heat which builds up in narrow roof space. Reason: owner wanted radiant pipes installed in the ceiling for winter heating.

4. **Kitchen fan** directly over range, with cabinet acting as hood, quickly pulls out cooking heat and moisture at its source before it overloads cooling system. Other aids: ceiling fans in toilet compartments of both bathrooms, clothes drier vented to outside.

5. **Carport on west** shades walls and front entrance against broiling afternoon sun.

6. **High strip windows** are shielded by roof overhang almost until sunset.

7. **Fixed double glazing** throughout the house seals it against constant menace of blowing dust, cuts conduction of air heat through window areas by 40%, saving on both heating and cooling bills. Only openings to outside are front door, kitchen and living-room doors on south side (above).
the cooling load . . .

. . . yield these lower operating costs

Results of proper design: a compact, sealed house whose 2,500 sq. ft. can be cooled down from 100°-plus to 72° by a 5-ton unit, despite extensive glass areas. Cost of cooling alone is shown in chart (right). Owners report year-round comfort, fewer colds, much less dusting and cleaning required.
This terrace is seldom used because . . .

That air conditioning is bringing new ways of life in hot climates is demonstrated in different ways every summer. In this low, brick house by Architects Hidell & Decker in Dallas, Owner Herman Blum soon discovered that air conditioning was so pleasant that he and his wife almost never use their outdoor terrace. Not only is it cooler inside but there is also an absence of mosquitoes and bugs. This is a discovery made by many other families in Texas where winter turns into summer so fast that as soon as it is warm enough for outdoor living it is time for air conditioning.

Families also find that the chief value of a terrace is the pleasant view it gives you. When a woman stays indoors all day she enjoys looking out to a patio or garden. But paved areas not only hold heat from the sun, they also reflect it through windows or onto walls. Therefore, a grass area outside big windows is most relaxing to look at and reflects the least amount of heat. In climates where there are spring and autumn seasons when terraces or outdoor barbecues can be used, designers are learning to locate paved areas away from the house to reduce reflected heat.

A 5-hp air conditioner cools the 2,300 sq. ft. house. Despite the fact that the Blums do a great deal of entertaining, their operating bills for six months last summer averaged $32 a month, low because of insulation, overhangs, shading.
it’s pleasanter inside

Chilled water is piped from central unit to window units in most rooms in the same way that many offices are cooled. Engineer Blum installed this system because he wanted to make each room its own zone. To direct more cooling to east side of house in morning, for example, he can use a hand control in east rooms to call for more chilled water. In the afternoon the east rooms can be turned down, other rooms turned up. Diagram shows pipe and duct runs and central compressor.
New heat pumps provide year-round air conditioning in Florida houses for $12 a month

Compact, water-to-air heat pump is 26" x 35" x 70" high.

Florida house by St. Petersburg Builder Bruce Wiesemann, Designer Gene Graham, features long, slender design, 1,275 sq. ft. of air-conditioned space for $17,000. Note how wide overhangs shade windows.

Here is how progressive St. Petersburg Builder Bruce Wiesemann is completely air conditioning the first tract in the US with water-to-air heat pumps in $17,000 houses. Although the unit is 3-hp size and takes only 6 sq. ft. of floor area, it gives 3-ton cooling capacity in summer and up to 50,000 heating Btu’s per hour in winter. Cooling and dehumidification are provided in the usual manner by means of a regular Freon compressor and conventional ducts as shown on the right.

The switch over to the heating cycle is automatic and warm air is delivered through the same ducts. During temperamental spring weather it is not unusual for these units to cool and heat alternately in response to hot days and cool nights.

Well water provides heat and cold

As this type of heat pump needs a constant supply of water Wiesemann drives a 100' well for each house. (Where the water table is high, engineers say you can use wells only 35' deep.) Florida (or St. Petersburg) water temperature is about 75° the year around. After passing through the unit, water is drained back into the ground via a second well. In effect, heat is returned to the earth for cooling and drawn from the earth for heating—just about the most efficient kind of air conditioning possible.

Including wells, installed cost for these 3-hp heat pumps averages $2,100 a house—a price strongly competitive with conventional air conditioning and as much as 50% lower than air-to-air heat pumps. Operating costs are running $110 to $140 yearly (according to house orientation and family habits), or up to $12 a month for year-round air conditioning. The lion’s share of this bill is chalked up to cooling during Florida’s seven-month summers. Heating is incidental in this climate.

Air-to-air vs. water-to-air heat pumps

The new water-cooled heat pumps are half the size and $1,000 cheaper than air-cooled pumps, cost as little as $1,750 for a year-round, 2-ton size including well (and less the cost of a chimney which is no longer needed). But they do need a reliable water source, preferably from a well, which limits their use in certain dry areas of the US. However, cheap well water is abundant in such areas as the belt from Long Island down the Atlantic Coast to Florida and in many parts of the Midwest. Thousands of houses being built beyond city water mains where builders must provide individual wells are a natural market. Edward J. Garfield, president of Typhoon’s heat-pump subsidiary, reports that water heat pumps are finding a market in such unlikely places as Southern California, where irrigation water is detoured through the units before being fed to crops. On the other hand, makers of the air-to-air systems say their units are usable wherever there is air and predict that as production increases their prices will drop.
Construction begins at NAHB's Air-conditioned Village

- Is air conditioning feasible for builder houses?
- What are operating costs?
- What kinds of design and construction are most efficient?
- What effect does air conditioning have on the health and spirits of people who live with it?

To answer these and other questions about air conditioning, NAHB is breaking ground this month for its Air-conditioned Village at Austin, Tex. Twenty-eight families have bought its 28 houses and agreed to serve as guinea pigs for a series of experiments designed to provide builders with invaluable data. University of Texas researchers will visit the homeowners periodically to check on their physical and psychological states.

Houses are to be loaded with thermocouples and recording devices for a year to furnish records of air conditioning in summer, heating in winter. All major air-conditioning firms and more than 50 other manufacturers are participating in the program.

A wide range of houses is involved in the experiment. There will be various roofs and roof coverings; walls will be frame, brick veneer, solid and hollow masonry; different sorts of insulation will be installed, different sorts of windows, glass and an unusually wide variety of shading devices.

But the NAHB Research Institute has specified that all houses will have approximately 1,200 sq. ft., all will have 2-ton air-conditioning units, all will cost about $12,000 plus land.

One year from the opening of Air-conditioned Village, NAHB will issue a complete report which should settle many points that are now in question.
What are the sales arguments for air conditioning . . . and how can they sell your houses?

If air conditioning doesn’t sell your houses, don’t blame air conditioning. Blame yourself.

Hardly a builder in the country is doing an imaginative job of merchandising this new and still almost unknown blessing which can bring comfort and better living to families in a large part of the country.

From interviewing Texas families, House & Home editors collected overwhelming evidence that air conditioning makes a strong emotional appeal. When one family after another says, “It’s really wonderful!” it is obvious that summer cooling could become a valuable sales feature for new houses.

A year or more ago when builders first began air conditioning their houses they expected air conditioning to work miracles. For some builders the miracle has happened (see p. 128). Others have been disappointed.

The trouble has been that air conditioning is hard to demonstrate and hard to sell to families who have had no experience with it. Many women still associate it with chilly, drafty movie theaters and restaurants. Yet women who have had it in their homes for two summers are its greatest boosters.
What people say about air conditioning . . . and ways for you to merchandise it

"We're a different family"
"Our air conditioning has changed our outlook."
"We're happier all the way around."
"It really changes your summer life."
"We have a feeling of well-being that we never had before."
"We all have better dispositions in a cool house."

"We're more comfortable"
"We're drier, and that's half the battle in summer."
"In a moist climate, having a dry house is better in so many ways. Putting on stockings, or make-up, or getting into a girdle—all are easier."
"I kept a humidity record. When it was 85° outside with 90% relative humidity it was very, very uncomfortable outdoors. Yet inside the temperature was 72° with only 50% relative humidity. It was the dryness inside that made us comfortable."

To dramatize cool air:
A builder and his salesmen must live in an air-conditioned house to talk convincingly about it.

Since women have the most prejudices against it, yet stand to benefit the most, bring in as a Saturday and Sunday saleswoman a mother of several children who has had air conditioning for two summers and believes in it. Get quotations from several women and print them in a pamphlet.

If you have a dozen hot prospects who are not quite sold on air conditioning, invite them to an open house some evening to meet families who have lived in your air-conditioned houses. If these "old families" are even half as enthusiastic as the families interviewed by H&H, they will sell your houses.

In a conspicuous place in a demonstration house post a chart showing temperature and humidity inside the air-conditioned house for 24 hours on a hot day and next to it the outside temperature and humidity for the same period. Under the inside chart print: "Portrait of an air-conditioned house. When outside temperature ranged from 87° to 98° on July 13, and humidity climbed to 90%, temperature in this house remained at 73° and humidity at 50%. You can be cool and dry all summer." Arrows should point to humidity and temperature lines.

Post a chart showing highest outside temperature for the past few weeks and highest inside temperature.

To remind visitors of last summer's heat, use a neatly lettered sign: "Want to go through another summer like last year? How did you feel on—(give ten of the hottest days with official temperature). You'll be cool and comfortable in this air-conditioned house."

To dramatize dry air
Buy the largest sponge you can find and exhibit it with a sign: "Air conditioning is like 1,000 sponges absorbing water from the air. On a humid summer day, the air conditioner will remove more than 000 gals. (or quarts) of water. You'll stay dry and comfortable."

Fill an appropriate number of quart milk bottles (based on figures from your air-conditioning dealer) with water and use a sign: "This much water is removed from this house every 24 hours in hot, humid weather."

Run the condensate line from the air conditioner out where it can be seen and let it run into an open drain or a sink. Or add glass or plastic transparent tubing to the drain line so water can be seen. Add an appropriate sign.

Put signs in closets: "Your suits and dresses will stay pressed much longer in this dry, air-conditioned closet."
What people say about air conditioning . . . and ways for you to merchandise it

"We eat better"

"I give my children a hot meal every night in summer just as I do in winter. I found kids won’t eat cold vegetables. Now they eat their vegetables every night."

"I bake all the time now. In the other house I hated to turn on the oven in summer because the kitchen became so hot."

"My three children are healthier now because they eat so much better."

"We’re healthier"

"Our daughter used to have one summer cold after another. But none of us has had a cold since we moved here."

"Air conditioning is wonderful for children. They don’t have colds, croup or heat rash."

"My boy gets hay fever and when he begins to sneeze outside he runs in for a while. It’s wonderful for him."

Said a Houston physician who is a child specialist: "There is no doubt that air conditioning is better for children. Their general health is better and they have fewer specific illnesses, such as colds and heat rash."

"Operating costs are low"

"We run our machine 24 hours a day and were prepared to pay quite a lot of money. Actually it costs us much less than we’d thought, and we save part of the cost in fewer restaurant bills."

To dramatize more home-cooked meals

Sign over a kitchen stove: "You’ll enjoy cooking in this cool, air-conditioned kitchen—and your family can have hot meals all summer long."

Sign on kitchen wall or on a dining table: "Good food means better health for your family. Everyone eats better, feels better in an air-conditioned house."

To dramatize low costs

Use a framed cartoon showing a mother with four children going into a doctor’s office. Caption: "There are fewer visits to doctors among air-conditioned families. Your own physician will tell you that with air conditioning children have less colds, croup, heat rash and other summer complaints."

Sign: "Do pollen, hay fever, summer allergies bother you? They won’t if you live here. This house is air conditioned."

Sign: "Last summer in a Midwestern city there were 12,716 pollen grains per cu. yd. in outside air. Inside an air-conditioned house there were only 6 grains per cu. yd. If summer allergies bother you, you’ll find relief with air conditioning."

Frame a drawing of hundreds of yellow dots inside a square, next to it another square of the same size with only a few dots. (If your area is particularly bad for hay fever or allergy victims, get local figures from your public health authorities.)

To dramatize low costs

Get actual costs for similar size units in similar houses and put a sign on the air-conditioning unit: "A house this size can be cooled for only $00 per month. Mr. and Mrs. of [this address] paid $00 last August. Mr. paid $00. Use examples where families had a separate meter for air conditioning. Get a statement from the utility company on average costs. Operating costs are lower than you think.
What people say about air conditioning... and ways for you to merchandise it

"We sleep better!"

"In hot weather my husband used to come to breakfast saying he got so little sleep it was a waste of time to go to bed. He's a new man since we've had air conditioning."

"My children go to bed earlier now because I can make the rooms dark. Because their rooms are both dark and quiet, they sleep longer in the morning. I know they are healthier for it."

"You get the dreamiest sleep in an air-conditioned house."

"I've got twice as much energy in summer now as I ever had before."

"No mildew!"

"In our old house we had lots of mildew. Now we don't have any."

"Our house is cleaner and we dust less!"

"Spring and fall when I open my windows I can tell immediately that the house gets dustier."

"There is less cleaning to do, and when I clean now I feel more like working."

In one study of 70 families living in air-conditioned houses, 64 said that air conditioning made house cleaning easier.

To dramatize the benefits of a good night's sleep

Sign in a child's bedroom: "Your child can get 12 hours of restful sleep in this quiet, darkened bedroom where you control the temperature and moisture. Good sleep means good health."

If a bedroom is furnished put this sign on a pillow: "You'll get the dreamiest sleep of your life all summer long in this quiet, air-conditioned room."

Sign on a bedroom wall: "Like to sleep in a cool, dark bedroom? Then this room is for you... with perfect ventilation."

Another sign: "Got four in your family? Then each of you can get a good night's sleep for only 6¢ a person (25¢ per night, 25¢ per day)."

To dramatize the mildew problem

Put a pair of badly mildewed shoes (and other mildewed articles) in a closet with a sign: "These mildewed shoes came from a house that is not air conditioned. You can forget mildew if you live here because air conditioning keeps the air dry."

To dramatize easier housekeeping

Set a filter in a frame with a funnel-shaped collar around one side. Arrange a strong electric fan to blow directly into the funnel. To demonstrate how the filter removes dust toss in a handful of light sand, sawdust or bits of excelsior. You might arrange a large mirror so visitors can see the reverse side of the filter without standing in the breeze of the fan. Sign: "An air-conditioned house is a cleaner house because filters like this remove the dust."

Hang up a pair of very dirty filters with a sign: "Let a filter do your dusting. These filters take out dust, soot, sand, lint and particles. Housekeeping is easier."

Sign in a broom closet: "Keep your brooms and dust mops here, but you'll have less dusting to do... this house is cleaner because it's air conditioned."
What people say about air conditioning . . . and ways for you to merchandise it

"It doubles the pleasure of entertaining"
"When we have a party now the men leave on their coats and the women can dress as they want to."
"We do more entertaining because we enjoy it more."
"We have a much better family life."
"The movies and the automobile broke up family life, but TV and air conditioning are bringing families together again."

"It's easier to get help"
"When you advertise for a girl now they ask if you have air conditioning."
"My maid does more work now that she's comfortable and she often works later just to keep cool."

"I leave the windows closed all summer"
"I don't worry about rain coming in the windows or about burglars."
"In hot weather the windows are closed and locked whether I'm home or away."

"We save the price of a summer home"
"Now that we have air conditioning we've sold our summer house. We're so comfortable here we stay home all summer."

"There's a psychological advantage"
"I can work three or four hours in my garden on a hot day and I can stand the heat because I know I can go inside and cool off. There's a great psychological advantage in air conditioning."

"It is fine for the kids"
"My three children play out in the morning but come inside as soon as it gets really hot. The whole neighborhood gathers in our den."

To dramatize summer entertaining
Frame a color photograph or drawing from a magazine showing home entertaining. Caption: "Everyone enjoys inviting in old friends. For new summer popularity there's nothing like a cool, comfortable house.

To dramatize all these features . . .
Salesmen should be familiar with these features. Quotes such as those at the left should be included in a give-away pamphlet. Builders should try to get quotes from local families who have used air conditioning. Testimonial advertisements have always been successful.

Set up a special room in the garage or elsewhere where some of the above signs may be used. Display an air-conditioning unit and show by cards how it operates. Display your insulation and describe how your house is warmer in winter as well as cooler in summer. Explain why a house designed for air conditioning with insulation, overhangs, minimum west windows, etc. adds comfort, reduces air-conditioning operating expense.

The whole neighborhood gathers . . .
How much heat comes in a window?

The theory that all the problems of the air-conditioned house are licked if it has no west windows is bunk. Windows in any of your four walls can be a critical source of heat. A new study reveals that:

1. **East windows equal west windows** as a source of sun heat. The accompanying table shows that exactly as much solar heat pours in through east glass in the morning as comes in west windows in the afternoon. Morning temperatures may be lower than afternoon temperatures but sun heat in the morning coming through unshaded windows can quickly dissipate all the cooling that has been stored up overnight in slab, walls and furniture. Then the compressor has to start up sooner and run longer. When this happens there is no reserve cooling left in the house to help the unit through the hot afternoon. So shading east windows cuts the over-all heat load and reduces operating costs sharply.

2. **North windows let in plenty of heat, too.** In Corpus Christi and Central Florida an unshaded north window lets in just about as much solar heat as a south window (as shown in the table). This is because the sun rises in the northeast and shines on north windows as long as four and a half hours every morning. About 3 P.M. the sun has come around and hit the north glass again and will continue to hit it for the rest of the afternoon.

3. **A northern house needs a wider south overhang.** In the South the sun is almost overhead at noon so a narrow overhang will serve to shade south windows. The farther north you go, the wider the overhang you need.

4. **Heat-absorbing glass** works better than double glass on east and west exposures. Because numerous air-conditioned office buildings are using heat-absorbing glass, builders are asking how effective it is for keeping sun heat out of houses. The table shows that single-pane, heat-absorbing glass consistently lets fewer Btu's through east and west windows than double glass; but in the North double glass would have an edge because it minimizes drafts, cuts heat losses in winter. In the South, however, it may be a good idea to use single heat-absorbing glass, which is cheaper than double glass, for east and west windows.

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Sheet Glass</th>
<th>Heat-Absorbing</th>
<th>Double-Pane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24° N.</td>
<td>2,040</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>1,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36° N.</td>
<td>1,950</td>
<td>1,630</td>
<td>1,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44° N.</td>
<td>1,990</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>1,460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average 24-hr. cooling load—Btu's per hr. per 100 sq. ft. of glass

**Shading south glass with an overhang is clearly dependent on latitude.** The farther north you are, the wider the overhang you need to shade your south windows fully.
14 crucial questions...

the right answers can cut your air-conditioning costs

Some houses are easy to cool, so operating costs are low. Some houses have trouble spots, so operating costs are high. The difference between them is planning. Better planning pays off not only in operating costs but also permits the use of a smaller cooling unit, which costs less in the beginning, costs less to operate and does a thoroughly satisfactory job. Here are 14 questions you can use to test your house:

1. How can you stop humidity from infiltrating your roof?
   **Answer:** install a ceiling vapor barrier.
   It can cut the humidity in air-conditioned houses one-third, reduce first cost for cooling and operating costs 8 to 10%, especially in unusually humid locations. These figures are based on findings in test houses with and without vapor barriers. (How big a part moisture plays is demonstrated by the fact that 134 quarts of water were removed from one 1,800 sq. ft. house in 24 hours.)
   How it works: it stops outside air vapor from seeping into the house through the ceiling, which is about ten times more permeable than the walls.

2. Is it O.K. to have ducts in your attic?
   **Answer:** only if they are insulated like refrigerators.
   Cool air traveling through poorly insulated or uninsulated attic ducts can pick up so much heat that little cooling reaches the house. In one such case supply air left the conditioner at 60°, but was up to 76° before it reached the last room in the house. In another, despite large gable vents and a white marble-chip roof, attic air was 145°. Many engineers further recommend at least 6" of insulation for ceilings (see H&H, Aug. '53—top priority No. 1).

3. What effect does the age and sex of house occupants have on cooling systems?
   **Answer:** surveys indicate that young people want more cooling. Middle-aged and older people want less cooling. Men usually prefer a 2° cooler house than women.
   For the first group you will generally have to count on delivering 75°, for some as low as 68°, temperatures. The older people are likely to prefer 76°-78°. As to the difference between the sexes, a woman who shivers all summer in a 72° house says: “Just right for my husband but, my gracious! too cold for me. I wear a sweater.”
   Cautionary note: if your customers are likely to want ice-box temperatures, warn them that the lower they set their thermostats, the higher their bills will be.
6. Is the biggest unit automatically the best unit to use?
   Answer: no, quite the contrary.
   Too big a unit quickly lowers the temperature, then shuts off. Humidity builds up during the off periods, and on-off cycling all day builds up costs. In effect an oversize unit goes to sleep on the job. Too small a unit draws peak power around the clock, even on mild days, and will also run up costs.
   Solution: each house demands an individual heat-load calculation which can only be made satisfactorily by an experienced residential air-conditioning engineer.

7. Do you need fresh-air ducts?
   Answer: almost certainly not in a medium-sized house which has an exhaust fan.
   After two summers field-testing air-conditioned houses, engineers of the National Warm Air Heating & Air-Conditioning Assn. report: "In no case did an owner complain of odors or stale air." Most houses checked had no air ducts for taking in fresh air, did have kitchen exhaust fans.
   Tentative conclusion: enough air infiltrates houses to keep them fresh—especially with an exhaust fan.
   Cautionary note: the kitchen exhaust fan should be directly over the cooking surface in order to remove odors at their source.

8. How much can you count on slab construction to lighten the cooling load?
   Answer: about 10% vs. crawl space or basement.
   New cooling tests by the University of Illinois confirm earlier reports that the heavy slab mass stores up appreciable cooling overnight, releases it to the house the next day.
   Note: during the test researchers checked for condensation on slab floors. They found none so concluded it was no problem, at least in the North.

9. How can you avoid trouble with your ducts?
   Answer: have them 1) large enough, 2) insulated right.
   Be sure your ducts are big enough to begin with (larger than for heating alone) because once they are sealed in the walls, you can do nothing to correct the condition but tear the house apart.
   Where cool ducts pass through warm space it is crucial to insulate them so moisture will not form on them, nor will they lose their cooling. Ducts running up an outside wall can lose practically all their cooling to the wall cavity. Ducts running through any uninsulated space, like a utility room, lose cooling if they are not insulated.

10. What is the biggest source of heat inside the house?
    Answer: the clothes drier.
    Try to move it into the garage or utility room. But if you cannot move it, vent it directly to the outdoors, even if it is in the basement (H&H, Aug. '52, p. 109).
    Kitchen heat is normally not a problem with a proper fan installation over the stove. Refrigerators and other appliances do not cook up enough heat to warrant extra vents.

11. How can you reduce maintenance and service bills?
    Answer: give your buyers simple instructions on how to clean and change filters. Teach them how to drain a cooling tower in the fall and turn it on in the spring.
    There is no mystery to air conditioning.

12. How can a builder get higher valuations for cooling from FHA-VA?
    Answer: work out operating and maintenance costs with the greatest possible care.
    Be sure they are complete and accurate. Never go alone to FHA-VA and try to explain something new you do not understand. Take an experienced engineer with you and let him do the talking.

13. How can use of the "24-hour theory" save money?
    Answer: don't turn the unit off at night.
    If engineers calculate cooling loads on the basis of 24-hour operation they can specify a smaller unit, which obviously costs less. If a cooling unit runs through the night it stores up cooling in the slab, walls, furniture, etc. The next day this stored-up cooling is slowly released to help the compressor cool the house. Cold can be stored up in a house just as heat can.

14. What can be learned from electrical bills?
    Answer: plenty.
    Doubting Thomases among builders who are skeptical of engineers' slide-rule calculations on how much heat comes through windows, roofs and elsewhere should do some first-hand investigating of electrical bills for air conditioning. For electrical bills confirm the theories and priorities given by H&H (Aug. '53) in an article that should be read again by all builders who are about to use air conditioning.
    Prediction: one of the next major design trends in air-conditioned houses will be the addition of shading devices outside the house. For the easiest, cheapest way to stop sun heat from getting into a house is to cast shade on east and west windows. Exterior shading devices are getting a great play at NAHB's Air-conditioned Village (p. 119) and are certain to cut electrical cooling bills.
Can air conditioning sell houses?

These builders say yes!

Dick Hughes, Pampa, Tex.; president, NAHB
NAHB President Hughes is well-known as the staunchest backer of air conditioning among builders. This year he is bringing out a new line of houses (H&H, Feb. '53) and will offer air conditioning as optional equipment in all of them. One of his subsidiary firms sells air conditioning. He hopes soon to include air conditioning as standard equipment in houses even under $10,000.

Jesse Johnson, Ft. Lauderdale
"Air conditioning is the strongest appeal attracting prospects to our $13,784 houses. Air conditioning was the sink-or-swim factor on which we built our sales program." Under construction: 100 houses; 60 sold.

Lloyd Fuller, Tucson
"Tales they had heard about operating costs made people cautious about air conditioning, but it proved a definite sales help. We feature it in our lowest-priced $8,950 homes and find it a tremendous boost. It is a definite must at $15,000 and up. We are not building any homes without it and FHA and VA give us 100% allowance for its cost."

Harold Sarshik, 20th Century Construction Co., Haddonfield, N.J.
"Air conditioning is definitely a sales feature. We built 85 houses at $15,500 to $17,500 with air conditioning and sold every one. But no one will buy air conditioning alone. The house and neighborhood must be good. This year we plan to do 250 and air condition all of them, including some at $13,500."

Kemmons Wilson, Memphis
"We opened four air-conditioned models at around $17,000 in December and sold 11 houses the first day, four the next. As a sales feature there is no place we could have spent $1,100 (cost of air conditioning over heating) which would have done us as much good."

Charles R. Byrd, Birmingham
"Buyers in the medium-price range are willing to forego other improvements to get air conditioning. Most prefer it to a fireplace. Air conditioning has tremendous sales appeal, especially at $20,000 or over, and is well worth the extra cost."

These builders say no!

James D’Agostino, Teaneck, N.J.
"In my $30,000 price everyone wants the latest ideas and they want air conditioning. Of my last 28 houses, I sold 27 with air conditioning. It is a great sales builder on a hot day. When folks walk into an air-conditioned house it hits them like a ton of bricks."

Etheridge & Venneman, Inc., Atlanta
"In this territory air conditioning is a very definite stimulant to sales in all price classes. Money expended for air conditioning could not have been used to better advantage for any other facilities in the house. We are now planning a house to sell for $7,990 with complete air conditioning." Their last year’s air-conditioned houses sold for $16,790.

Orlin Edwards, Chattanooga
"Buyers want air-conditioned homes. How much extra they will pay is still a question. But people found ways to buy automatic heating and they will not be satisfied until their homes are cooled also. We install air conditioning in every home we build at $16,000 to $24,000."

Elbert L. Fausett, Little Rock
"Air conditioning proved a boon in our trade area. Sales are far in advance of construction." His price, $11,000 to $17,000.

Truitt Peachy, Houston
"People are going to buy window units sooner or later in our $20,000 and up houses so why not give them central air conditioning right now?" All but two of the first group of 26 houses (by several different builders) in his project are air conditioned.

Frank Vellanti, Florida Sundeck Homes, Homestead
"In spite of our sales-promotion program, the results of air conditioning were negligible in our $5,580 to $8,100 houses. As a matter of fact it hurt us. Air conditioning is perhaps an aid to more expensive homes but in low-priced homes the results were zero."

George Halraven, Houston
"As an attraction, air conditioning is all right, but it’s no roaring success. It is a necessity in houses over $20,000 but I tried it at $13,500 and it is strictly a luxury there."

Miles Strickland, Houston
"I’m not going to pioneer. I’ve tried to do a good job of squeezing three bedrooms and two full baths into a $13,500 house. I get 100% GI financing. Why should I add air conditioning and change the arrangements?"
L. W. Prokop, president, Houston Homebuilders

"People want space in a house and at a price under $15,000 you cannot provide both space and air conditioning." He has put air conditioning in houses over $40,000 and in two at $13,000 and $15,300, but will not air condition his new group at $11,000 to $12,000.

P. H. Wolf, Houston

"I'm a great believer in air conditioning. In houses at $25,000 and up you have to put it in, but under $20,000 it's different because sales there are strictly a matter of down payment and monthly payments."

These builders say if...

J. S. Norman Jr., Houston

"Air conditioning could help sell small houses but it is not doing so today. People are interested only in buying financing. The terms they get make more difference than air conditioning." But the Norman firm will put summer cooling in about 50 of its 150 to 200 houses at $15,000 to $16,000 this year, and will fully prepare the rest for air conditioning. A Norman subsidiary will take on an air-conditioning dealership.

Strauss Bros., Lincoln, Neb.

"In our $12,500 to $15,000 price, air conditioning was taken by 25% of buyers. We think it is worth the extra cost of $799 for 2-tons and $925 for 3-tons installed. Some buyers like the fact that air conditioning can be added later."

Albert Kaufman, Elmhurst, Ill.

"It helps sales in summer but not in winter. I would call air conditioning a partial success in our range of $18,900 to $22,500."


National Homes offers air conditioning for $500 to $600 extra (H&H, Nov. ’53). Although the idea was new for its dealers, and winter is a poor season to sell air conditioning, Price reports that 6% of houses sold for delivery this winter will have air conditioning.

Joseph O. Shaffer, Jacksonville

"In the $20,000 to $25,000 class where we build, we believe homes must be air conditioned. But we doubt the advisability of the extra cost below this price. Air conditioning has not been an outstanding success principally because of lack of public education. Low running costs have not been stressed in advertising. We are planning a local home show built entirely around air conditioning, where each firm can show the public what units look like and cost."

Lou Barba, Summit, N.J.

"The time to start selling air conditioning is May. In the winter, July and August seem a long way off." Last summer Barba sold air conditioning in his $19,000 contemporary houses that outsold conventional designs in his area about four to one. But he found air conditioning was not a sales feature in winter, so he switched to an equivalent amount of appliances.

T. E. Braswell, Houston

"Sales have been good but I want to keep them good, so I added air conditioning. But I didn't open until September and I can't tell yet how air conditioning will go. I've sold four of the seven built or under construction." He has an $11,700 house with 2-tons of air conditioning, the lowest priced air-conditioned house in town.

Baldwin Hvass, Greenwich, Conn.

"It does and it doesn't. I put air conditioning in 25 houses at $25,000 to $35,000 last year and sold every one. I know that at $30,000 or more air conditioning does sell some people. In extremely hot weather it definitely helps. But under $30,000 people shop around a lot and while they like it, many feel they can't afford it."

What does this add up to?

Houses over $20,000:

1. Most builders agree that air conditioning helps to sell houses over $20,000 in hot climates.
2. In cooler areas there have been some successful projects, but cooling is selling far slower than in the South.

Houses under $20,000:

1. Builders do not agree on the exact price where air conditioning becomes a help to sales. Some of the most pessimistic builders are in Houston, some of the most optimistic are in the North. But there is plenty of proof that when air conditioning is put in a well-designed house and merchandised it becomes a sales feature.
2. Air conditioning by itself will not sell a poor house in a poor location. Like a good kitchen, it helps to sell a good house that is priced right.
3. Last summer air-conditioning sales in new houses under $20,000 were seriously hampered by two factors: mortgage money and FHA-VA. Many builders who had hoped to try air conditioning had so much trouble getting mortgage money that they did not want to do anything to disturb their financing pattern. FHA and VA in many areas penalized families who wanted air-conditioned houses by insisting they have considerably higher incomes to pay for allegedly high operating costs.
Here is how the editors of *Fortune*, America's No. 1 business magazine, appraise the progress, the prospects and the market for homebuilding.

**Their advice:** build better houses.
The public can afford them, and the public will pay higher prices for better values.

*Fortune* reports on: **The changing market**

—by Gilbert Burck and Sanford S. Parker
Housing is the only one of the nation’s four largest markets (the others are food, clothing and autos) that today has strong potentialities for growing faster than the economy as a whole. Housing is now close to a $20-billion market already larger than the auto market, and promises to become larger still. Housebuilding is bound to play a portentous role in keeping the whole American economy prosperous, because new houses mean new furniture, new appliances, new stores, new highways, new schools.

Probably no American industry has had more beads shaken over it than the housing industry.

Only seven years ago housing was being described (by Fortune, among others) as the industry that capitalism forgot. For the past four or five years many economists have been predicting an early slump in housing. Only a few weeks ago Colin Clark, the noted British worrier, was lamenting that housing provided no hope for America’s faltering 1954 economy because housing costs are too high. But the fact is that the housing market—barring war or depression—now holds promise of providing the great US “growth situation” of the fifties and the sixties.

The revolution in housing is going on right now, and these are the changes that have produced it:

- **People need a lot of housing.** Households are increasing at an unexpectedly high rate. The average age of the country’s housing stock is 25% higher than it was in 1930. It would take perhaps ten million new units to restore the 1930 age house distribution.

- **People can afford a lot of housing.** Cash income per family unit (1953 dollars) has risen 40% since 1929, but the value per occupied housing unit has fallen 15%.

- **Better houses are costing less.** The major obstacle to replacing substandard houses was high costs. Today, however, leading builders are using mass-production principles to offset the high cost of everything that goes into a house, and are reducing both costs and prices. Many boast plausibly that a house today is a better buy compared to a 1946 house than a 1954 car is compared to a 1946 car. Certainly the day is close at hand when almost anybody with a job can afford to own a house.

- **Financing, underwritten by the federal government, is easy and cheap, and Eisenhower Administration policy is to keep it that way.** One little-known but very important example of how the government has helped: during the war, to get emergency housing erected, FHA committed itself to guaranteeing mortgages before the houses were built. This practice has been extended, and enables builders to put up five times as many houses with the same capital as they did before the war.

- **People want to own houses.** Because houses are becoming so attractive, people are bestowing on them something of the pride and interest they have long lavished on autos. A house is not only Home, Sweet Home, it is something to look at, read about, talk about, fix up, improve and even to stay in. Just as popular desires and aspirations in the twenties centered around the auto, so American desires and aspirations now seem oriented back to the home, or at any rate popular aspirations are sufficiently expanded to embrace a house as well as a car. Home ownership is becoming a kind of mass movement that almost surely will accelerate greatly the development of the market.
People can afford to buy far better homes
than they have been buying since the war

Instead of estimating an arbitrary "need," suppose we now try to analyze the demand by comparing what has happened to the home-buying power of various income groups since 1929 with the value and age of the houses they can buy. The charts (left) show the result. They show that the nation's standard of housing has failed by an astonishing margin to keep pace with the nation's ability to pay for better homes.

The number of family units with more than $7,500 disposable income (1953 dollars) has more than doubled since 1929—from two million to 5,300,000; but the number of houses worth more than $22,500 has decreased from 2,200,000 to 1,800,000. In other words, what was once a modest surplus of higher-priced houses has turned into a large deficit.

If the housing industry had been anywhere near as successful as the auto industry in getting its "share" of middle and upper income purchasing power, the US might have, instead of its 1,800,000 houses worth more than $22,500, nearly eight million of them.

The number of family units with $4,000 to $7,500 disposable cash income (1953 dollars) has increased more than threefold—from 5,400,000 to nearly 18 million. How much did a family in this income bracket pay for a house in the twenties? Up to three times its income, or in other words, from $12,000 to $22,500.

But since 1929 the number of housing units worth $12,000 to $22,500 (in 1953 dollars) has increased by only about 30%—from 4,800,000 to 6,300,000.

To put it another way, some 11 million families in the middle brackets are living below what might be called their 1929 standard of housing.

The number of family units with $2,000 to $4,000 disposable cash income (1953 dollars) has increased only from 13,100,000 to 16,200,000, and the number of housing units worth $6,000 to $12,000 has increased much more proportionately—from 8,400,000 to 13,800,000.

The number of family units with $2,000 or less in disposable cash income (1953 dollars) declined from 16 million in 1929 to 11,500,000 in 1953. But the number of housing units worth $6,000 or less increased from 14,500,000 to 24,200,000. This suggests that millions of family units with more than $2,000 a year in disposable cash income (1953 dollars) are living below their "standard" of housing (and perhaps above their "standard" in television and cars). Moreover, the bulk of these 24,200,000 housing units are more than 30 years old, and although a lot have been remodeled, probably a quarter of them are substandard.

In other words, during all this housing boom Americans have been spending relatively far less for housing than in 1929. They have been buying more cheap houses and fewer better houses.

How account for this phenomenon? For one thing, it reflects the underbuilding during depression and war. For another, most houses built since the war, thanks in part to FHA's emphasis on low-cost housing, were relatively low priced (see chart opposite).

Finally, housing seems an excellent example of what economists call a price-elastic commodity: when its price rises more than the general price level, people end up by spending less on it. Between 1929 and 1947, according to imperfect indexes available, the cost of homebuilding rose more than half again as much as the general price level. People responded, apparently, by spending a smaller proportion of their income on it.
America needs 1,250,000 new nonfarm homes a year

The need for housing is still much greater than anyone thought it would be.

Part of the need is the fundamental, almost irreducible need based on the net increase in households each year, plus an allowance for destruction and vacancies. This is what the economy must have merely to maintain the present ratio of housing stock to population.

This basic demand, created mainly by household formation, is staying unexpectedly high. The wartime and postwar marriage boom is not tapering off as much as once appeared likely and single people are setting up more households than was expected. Thus household formation is not likely to fall below 800,000 in 1955-59. It will rise steeply again after 1960, when the baby crop of the forties begins to reach marrying age.

To this 800,000 units of basic demand, there must be added perhaps 300,000 to make up for demolition and maintain a reasonable vacancy rate as the housing supply increases. So 1,100,000 housing units* are needed just to satisfy minimum requirements in the years 1955-59.

The second need is for units to raise the standard of housing as high as the overall living standard has risen, and to keep it rising at about the same rate. It is called the replacement need, because it involves scrapping old houses.

Estimates of the replacement need usually depend on who is doing the estimating. In 1950 the HHFA figured that 6,300,000 units of the nonfarm home supply were substandard, and that 7,700,000 would be so by 1960; to wipe out this substandard housing in, say, ten years, would require about 700,000 units a year (in addition to the 1,100,000 needed to satisfy basic demand). Other estimates have assumed that the housing stock—now 44 million nonfarm units—should be replaced or rebuilt every hundred years, which would mean a replacement-market potential of nearly 450,000 housing units a year.

* This estimate includes 100,000 farmhouses and 200,000 net conversions, mostly big single units cut up into smaller units; thus the minimum need is for some 800,000 new units of nonfarm housing.

People will spend more for houses if they are offered better values

To keep the ever normal housing boom going strong, the industry must probably reduce costs and prices. This, however, does not mean that its gross must decline. Just as people spend less on a durable whose price increases inordinately, so they tend to spend more on durables whose prices decline encouragingly.

So possibly the industry can achieve a high dollar volume by making both new and remodeled houses so attractive, physically and financially, that people who can afford to pay more will be willing and even eager to spend more.

Can the industry improve its product that much?

The forces of progress. The widely used indexes of housing costs are inadequate, for they are based, not on the cost of the finished house, but just on the cost of labor and materials going into it. They make no allowance for the skill and productivity of the builders. Actually, the forces of productivity are overcoming the forces of stagnation.

The industry has begun to give more for less, and competition will force it to give still more for less. Even the casual observer can see some of the evidence of recent progress—the ingenious utilization of space, the simplification of design, the integration of house and land, the use of fabricated components. But a closer look at technique reveals a long list of advances that add up to something close to a revolution.

Factory in the field. So far it is the mass builders who are making the spectacular advances in cutting costs and giving more for the money.

This is roughly verified in a book called Housebuilding in Transition, by Sherman J. Maisel, associate professor of business administration at the University of California. Mr. Maisel estimates the cost of constructing a 1,000 sq. ft. house by a small builder (one to twenty-five units), by a medium-sized one (twenty-five to ninety-nine), and by a large one (100 units and more). Before overhead and profit, he figures the house would cost the small builder $8,759, the medium-sized builder $7,916, and the large one $7,500 to $15,000 (all in 1953 dollars). He further assumed that the large builder offers a better service than the small one and that he is willing to pay more. He figures that $7,500 to $15,000 is the price of a total job of 100 units.

continued on p. 193
Because this glassy house is raised up on stilts...

...it gets a much better view

...it catches much more of the breeze

...and it still retains a lot of privacy, despite the glass

The sketches on this page suggest three excellent reasons for raising houses up on stilts—and, especially, wide-open, glassy houses. The reasons: you get a much better view than you would from the ground; you get much more of the breeze than you would down below; and you get a great deal of privacy even though your house may be as transparent as a goldfish bowl.

These reasons make a great deal of sense in almost any kind of climate. In southern Florida they make particularly good sense. Architect Rufus Nims, who designed this spectacular house on stilts in a setting of palm trees near Miami, knows about as much about Florida living as anyone. And he is convinced that a stilt solution is almost unbeatable for a subtropical climate.

He is not alone in this: South Pacific islanders and others have, for centuries, raised their houses up on stilts to catch more of the constant breeze (which is still the best air-conditioning medium available). Architect Nims has learned a few other tricks from them: for example, his roof overhangs are deep enough to provide excellent shelter against sun, sky glare and torrential rains; and his structure is sufficiently open to survive almost any hurricane. For details of these and other ideas, please turn the page.
Because the frame is reinforced concrete...

...slabs are easily cantilevered out all around the house

Result: plenty of protection from sun, glare and rain

"Floating walls" seemingly supported on strips of glass increase the sense of spaciousness inside. For similar reasons, Architect Nims raised up all his furniture, reduced visual obstruction of floor area to minimum. Glass strips above and below partitions slide open, provide additional ventilation where it does most good.
... partitions and closets can "float" independently between floor and roof

Result: a sense of airy spaciousness inside

This stilt house was framed in reinforced concrete for two reasons: first, because the architect wanted a strong structure to resist hurricanes and one that would be termite- and corrosion-proof; and, second, because floor and roof slabs could be cantilevered out easily to protect the interior against too much sun, glare or rain.

Having built this strong structure, Architect Nims "suspended" within it all nonstructural partitions, closets, cabinets and furnishings. It is almost literally true that no nonstructural element in this house ever touches the concrete frame. Strips of sliding glass, above and below partitions, make this independence dramatically clear (see section at left).

Many architects believe that this kind of separation makes a lot of practical sense: for one thing, the "floating partition" creates a greater feeling of spaciousness inside (see cuts). For another, the sliding windows above and below such floating partitions provide ventilation where it does most good. Finally, there can be a high degree of interior flexibility—for partitions and closets could be moved around at will in a house of this kind to rearrange the interior, should the need arise.
and because the kitchen has been restudied from scratch

...it challenges accepted practice by combining horizontal wall refrigerator, eye-level oven, twin sinks in one prefabricated work cabinet.

Architect Nims has taken the kitchen out of the kitchen and put it into the living room. To make it look as if it belonged there, he has designed it in two prefabricated units that look like handsome pieces of furniture:

One is the work wall (above). The most revolutionary idea here is the counter-level, cork-lined, 7 cu. ft. wall refrigerator behind silver-surfaced doors. (Its cold loss, according to Nims, is "not excessive." ) Other components are a wall oven with shoulder-high controls; continuous, shadowless strip lighting; separate sinks for food preparation (shallow) and for pot cleaning (deep); and a ceramic tile counter with a 3/16"-high lip to prevent water from splashing onto the floor. (Because the owners don't go in for serious housekeeping, the shaggy, white and washable rug is not out of place. It is made in two pieces, for easier laundering.) Joints between tiles are very tight to keep cement from getting greasy with use.

The other piece of furniture is a storage wall (left): this one separates kitchen from dining area, contains two-way access shelves with sliding glass doors and a built-in drop-leaf table on the dining side. Nims has worked on kitchens for Howard Johnson, used this special design to test his most advanced unit-prefabrication ideas. To build this kitchen he had to buy and de-gut standard appliances. He hopes to manufacture prefab kitchens in time.
1. Strip lighting for shelves and counter. Casts no shadows.

2. Horizontal refrigeration with sliding doors, two removable racks of adjustable, shallow shelves. Thus everything is within sight and reach.

3. Hard and soft drinks stored at kitchen end. Access does not interfere with kitchen activities.

4. Food preparation with own sink, refrigeration and storage above, garbage bin under sink.

5. Cooking area with deep, usable counter space in front of burners.

6. Clean-up area with special deep sink. Result: pots and pans disappear from sight.

7. Utility area with eye-level oven, storage above, built-in dishwasher below.

Glare control is handled two ways: deep green plastic screening, green jalousies and green curtains all help to cut down brightness; and ribbon windows above and below partitions help illuminate ceilings and floors evenly, reduce contrast between brightness of indoor surfaces and the principal sources of glare outside—sky and water.
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Action follows fast after Round Table protest to Hollyday and King on valuations

On December 16 and 17th, spokesmen for every key group in homebuilding met around a HOUSE & HOME and LIFE Round Table to tell FHA Commissioner Guy Hollyday and VA Loan Chief Bert King that FHA-VA appraisal policies are discouraging better housing. Their unanimous report and recommendations fill the next ten pages.

Commissioner Hollyday and his associates from FHA insisted that some of the criticisms were too sweeping and others were unfair, but he is moving fast to correct many of the valuation practices that drew protests at the Round Table.

Specifically:
1. He is inviting a member of the Round Table panel to come to Washington and advise him on his architectural set-up.
2. He has begun negotiations with the Building Research Advisory Board for help in bringing FHA up-to-date with technological progress.
3. He has gotten word around to everybody in FHA that FHA is just as much interested in encouraging better houses as it is in encouraging cheaper houses.
4. He has reasserted his strong stand that FHA must accept and encourage contemporary design.
5. He has strengthened his technical staff and made it more directly responsible to himself.
6. He has instructed all FHA offices to tell builders they need no longer file itemized cost estimates with their commitment applications.
7. He has instructed all offices to advise builders informally what valuation credit they can expect on optional features, so builders can tell customers how much added down payment each such feature will require.
8. He has instructed all district offices to give more recognition to higher overhead on more expensive houses.
9. He is giving careful consideration to the problems involved in asking the Civil Service Commission to give higher classification to some of the key field jobs in the underwriting division in order to make the pay high enough to attract and hold better men. Other action will follow shortly.
FHA and VA appraisals are delaying progress
toward better quality and design in houses

We are all deeply appreciative and sincerely grateful to FHA Commissioner Guy Hollyday, Deputy Commissioner Walter L. Greene, VA Mortgage Chief Bert King, and their associates, for meeting with us to consider how FHA and VA appraisal policy and practice can contribute more effectively to housing progress.

All of us realize that FHA and VA are the best things that ever happened to the home-buying public and the homebuilding industry. All of us realize that FHA has made a great contribution to better housing by putting a coast-to-coast floor under homebuilding standards and forcing all housing to meet those minima. All of us realize that FHA and VA have enabled millions of families to own far better homes than they could otherwise afford.

But these chief executives of FHA and VA did not join us at this Round Table to hear such praise repeated. They have called for plain talk and creative thinking. They have asked us to pool our experience from every section of the country and our knowledge of every aspect of homebuilding for a composite picture on just one question—the question of how FHA and VA appraisal policies and practices are today affecting housing quality and housing progress—for better or for worse.

Our report will concentrate on FHA and its problems, but many of our comments hold equally true for VA.

Correcting what is wrong with FHA and VA appraisals offers a great opportunity to the new heads of the federal housing agencies, for without good appraisals FHA and VA can have no sound foundation on which to build their programs.

By wise and understanding appraisals truly reflecting the values added by better planning, better design and better materials, FHA and VA can encourage builders to offer higher quality and better values. By unenlightened appraisals FHA and VA can block the path of housing progress, for few builders can afford to put much money into qualities and features which will not get full credit in their appraisals, nor can they venture experiments and improvements if they fear those experiments, even if successful, will reduce their valuations.

Appraisals are one of the critical housing problems the President's Advisory Committee on Housing Policy did not try to solve. But unless the present faults in FHA and VA appraisals are corrected, the success of all other solutions and all other programs will remain in doubt and jeopardy. Without good appraisals, how can FHA underwrite the government's plans for better new homes? How can FHA underwrite its plans for improving and rehabilitating existing housing?
And on this hard truth all of us are agreed—architects, builders, suppliers, lenders, appraisers and research scientists alike:

**Since the war the appraisal policies and practices of FHA and VA have been an adverse factor on housing quality and progress.** FHA has become a leveling influence rather than an upgrading influence—leveling up from the bottom, but leveling down from the top.

In broad terms, we are agreed that in its appraisal policies and thinking:

1. FHA has not kept pace with the revolution in homebuilding which FHA itself made possible (see p. 147).
2. FHA has not kept pace with the revolution in architecture which offers homebuilding its best hope of providing better living at less cost (see p. 149).
3. FHA has not kept pace with the revolution in technology which is obsoleting almost every construction feature of the pre-FHA house (see p. 148).

As a result we are agreed that:

1. FHA has discouraged builders from offering quality beyond the minimum property requirements by not giving adequate credit for its added cost.
2. FHA has blocked progress toward better design by penalizing design change and innovation in its valuations, often by as much as 20%.
3. FHA has delayed the adoption of better new materials and more efficient new construction methods, sometimes by long procrastination* and sometimes by flat refusal to approve technical advances.

Even if none of these indictments is true, the mere fact that almost all builders believe them to be true has almost the same unfortunate effect. If a builder believes he will get no higher appraisal with a $400 heating system than with a $237.50 installation, his decision not to spend the extra money will probably be the same whether his belief is well-founded or not.

The FHA and VA executives at our Round Table have ably explained their valuation system and argued that such a system should not discourage quality or progress. In reply we can only say there is a great difference between government appraisal policy as they have expounded it and government appraisal policy as we have experienced it in the field. There is also a great difference between appraisal practice from office to office. If FHA appraisals everywhere were made as the underwriting manual prescribes, the problem would be much less serious.

In theory, the appraisers give full credit for the higher costs of quality features, provided they do not make some one part of the house too good for the remainder of the house or make the house itself too good for its neighborhood. In practice this is not so. Builders find it comparatively easy to get full credit for the cost of meeting the minimum property requirements with conventional design. They find it difficult to get full credit or even adequate credit for anything better.

*In the past year Washington time lag on approving new techniques has been cut from six months to four weeks.

**Here are 13 recommendations to improve FHA-VA appraisals**

There is no quick and easy way to correct the influence FHA-VA appraisal policies and practices are having on housing quality and housing progress. This is a very complex problem calling for a complex answer—an answer which will require new attitudes, new concepts, new standards, new research, new organization, new people—and almost certainly more money to pay for better appraisals. Specifically, it will require:

1. A new attitude throughout FHA and VA towards quality, a new willingness to accept change, and a new acceptance of contemporary design.
2. A new frankness about appraisal methods and procedures, an end to mystery and an end to fear. Too few architects and builders have any confident understanding of how to improve their valuations as they improve their designs and specifications. Too many builders are afraid to question or challenge the valuations they get for fear of reprisals on their next houses.
3. A new issue of dynamic instructions to the field and then better supervision to assure more uniformity of appraisal practice from office to office.
4. A better realization of the revolutionary changes FHA and VA have brought to homebuilding. An appraisal system designed to police a chaotic handicraft is not likely to be the best system to raise standards in an assembly-line industry.
5. Some completely new thinking about valuation. Is it true that a house cannot be worth more than its cost plus a small fixed profit?
6. A new willingness in Congress to let FHA spend enough of its income to attract and hold architects and appraisers good enough to meet their difficult responsibilities.
7. A new set-up in FHA which will restore independence to the technical section in Washington, giving it freedom to approve and encourage good new products and good new methods and giving it authority to approve them not for one office but for every FHA office in the country.
8. A fresh revision of the minimum property requirements worked out in collaboration with the various groups that are contributing to homebuilding progress.
9. A new program for continuing review of FHA-VA standards. This program should take full advantage of such private enterprise research facilities as can be tapped through the Building Research Advisory Board and such field-testing facilities as are available through the Research Institute of the National Association of Home Builders.
10. Some simple procedures for appraising a basic house plus or minus various optional features a builder would like to offer as part of his package, so that a builder can tell the prospective buyer in advance just how much of the added cost of these various features can be covered by the mortgage and how much has to be added to the down payment.
11. A clearer understanding that tomorrow's house will include far more equipment and far more built-in furniture and a greater willingness to include these built-ins in the valuation.
12. A new design quality adjustment like the construction quality adjustment to let appraisers give a premium valuation for superior planning, livability, and appearance.
13. A new deal on minimum-income requirements to let buyers qualify for more expensive homes, if the builder can show that the added first cost will reduce the monthly maintenance more than enough to cover the increased interest and amortization.
Here are just three examples of the good truer valuations could quickly achieve

Like the power to tax, the power to appraise is the power to destroy, to prevent, to discourage. But it is also a power to create, to encourage, to hasten. In fact, we believe better FHA-VA appraisals—truer and more farsighted appraisals—might prove the greatest single influence to help American families get better homes at prices they can afford.

Consider just three examples where FHA-VA appraisals could exert a tremendous influence for good by reflecting true value more accurately:

1. Everybody knows that a house with adequate wiring is a better buy, and everybody knows that adequate wiring means providing for increased future loads without requiring the costly installation of additional circuits after the house is finished.

If FHA would advise builders that inadequate wiring will be discounted in its appraisals and, conversely, the added value which can be assured at small cost through better circuits will be fully reflected, we believe the overnight effect on wiring standards would be very great.

2. Everybody knows that kiln-dried and grade-marked lumber gives home buyers greater assurance of quality construction. If No. 3 lumber is used where No. 1 is called for, the harm can never be made good later.

If FHA would make it known that its appraisals will cover the cost of using kiln-dried lumber and, conversely, will be lowered to reflect the uncertainties present when grades are not marked, we believe home buyers could be assured overnight of better-built houses.

3. Everybody knows that most local building codes are loaded with requirements which are as useless as they are costly. Their only purpose is to create unnecessary work and expense. Up to now FHA appraisers have sanctioned, upheld and, in effect, subsidized the featherbedding waste entrenched in these local codes by adding the cost of these wastes to their valuations, regardless of whether it added anything to the true worth of the house. The more wasteful the code, the higher the appraisal.

If FHA would make it known that from now on its appraisers can give no replacement cost credit for meeting certain specific code-imposed standards which add little or nothing to true value (such as, for example, metallic cable for wiring), FHA would be giving a tremendous push to code reform at the same time it was making its appraisals a truer reflection of value.

Today the odds are loaded against quality at every step in the appraisal procedure

The odds are loaded against quality by the rule-of-thumb methods by which FHA replacement cost estimates are made. They are loaded against quality by inadequate differentials in the physical security rating. They are loaded against better design by the arbitrary penalties the construction examiner can impose on any departure from conventional styling. They are loaded against good design by the $50 top most FHA offices allow for architects' fees—a top which could almost rule out the employment of any but architectural hacks. They are loaded against quality by rule-of-thumb methods under which all comparable houses in the same section are leveled out to roughly the same valuation in the market price estimate. They are loaded against quality by the ceiling placed on valuation by the capitalized rental estimates—a ceiling which could mean that only those quality and design features that assure higher rents can add to the appraisal.

But the most serious deterrents to better quality and better design in the FHA appraisal system are these:

1. No added expenditure for quality can be reflected in the final valuation unless it gets by each and every one of these obstacles. The rule provides that the final valuation shall be the lowest figure arrived at by three separate methods of appraisal.

2. The builder has no basis for confidence that any extra expenditure for quality of materials or quality of design will be reflected in his appraisal. Lacking that confidence, how can a builder be blamed if he plays safe and sticks close to conventional design and minimum standards, where he can be sure his full costs will be reflected in his appraisal?

And even if a quality feature gets by all these obstacles and gets full credit in the valuation, FHA imposes one final penalty on quality. Its minimum income requirements do not give adequate consideration to the lower maintenance costs in a well-built house using better materials and better equipment.

We believe it would be easy to show that, counting maintenance, interest and amortization together, it would be cheaper to live in a quality house than in a minimum standard housing costing even $2,000 less.

The discrimination against quality we have just briefly noted is so fundamental that it needs a fuller explanation.
Defects in the security rating

1. Inadequate differentials are applied. One house may pass with a rating of 51, another may pass with a rating of 95. But no member of our panel believes this 85% difference in rating would be translated into more than a 5% difference in the appraisal.

If a builder with a physical security rating of 51 can come so near to getting the same appraisal as a builder whose rating is 95, what incentive does this offer builders to put better value into their houses?

2. The quality construction adjustment is neglected. In FHA theory the best builders in each district should get an extra 5% for good workmanship; the poorest builders should be penalized 5%. In practice we believe few FHA offices apply this full differential.

3. Quality design cannot be rewarded. All of us believe that good design and planning can add more than any other single factor to the value of a house, but the security rating provides penalties but no positive rewards for anything other than stock-plan architecture.

In theory, quality workmanship by the mechanics is supposed to earn a premium appraisal, but not even in theory is there any provision for a premium valuation to recognize the architect's superior design for better living. In practice, on the contrary, any effort to offer progressive architecture is apt to bring a heavy penalty or an outright rejection for "nonconformity."

Perhaps the outstanding example of FHA appraisers' misguided attitude toward design is the house the American Institute of Architects picked as the best builder's house of 1950. FHA turned it down cold for mortgage insurance. Somewhat similarly, FHA refused, on the grounds of unusual design, to insure a mortgage on House Beautiful's Pace Setter of 1953. Again, VA imposed a $1,000 design penalty on an architect-designed house in Tulsa that House & Home selected to symbolize the 1954 house on its first 1954 cover—a house that has since won two awards from the National Association of Home Builders—and FHA has so far balked at approving any mortgage at all on the project!

Discrimination in the cost estimate

Here quality suffers because the FHA architect usually saves time by using the same unit costs for the parts and equipment used in a good house that he would use for the parts and equipment used in a minimum house. The FHA officials here today assure us that this is contrary to FHA instructions, but nonetheless we believe it is the practice from coast to coast.

For example, in Los Angeles a forced warm-air heating system for tract houses goes into the cost estimate at $237.50 (the lowest bid to be found), even though the builder may have paid $400 for it and even though it is commonly agreed that a good heating system cannot be installed there for less than $400. And the water heater goes in at $60 regardless—the installed price of the cheapest heater with only a one-year guarantee.

In Miami, all interior doors from the cheapest to the most expensive go into the cost estimate at a flat price per opening; all terrazzo floors go in at the same price per sq. ft., all kitchen cabinets at the same price per running foot; all washbasins, whether big enough or not, go in at the price of a minimum lavatory.

In South Bend, all wiring systems go in to the cost estimate at the same 5¢ per outlet whether quality materials are used or not, (viz. 9¢ switches or 19¢ switches), whether the house is served with a minimum 60-amp, entrance box or with a 100-amp, entrance box, whether the wiring behind the outlets provides for increased future demands or not.

Even in San Francisco, one of the best FHA offices, new trees go into the cost estimate at the same 85¢—the price of a very small whip sapling.

Inasmuch as the maximum FHA valuation on the house can in no case exceed the replacement cost figure obtained by adding up all these minima, it follows that the FHA-VA valuation is almost bound to penalize the builder who installs a good furnace. It is almost bound to penalize the builder who provides better doors, better cabinets, bigger trees. It is almost bound to penalize the builder who recognizes the tremendous increase in the use of electrical appliances throughout the house and tries to provide wiring which will prove adequate for expanding needs.

In the face of such leveling down in the appraisals, is it any wonder that not one builder's house in ten is adequately wired? Is it any wonder that builders' tracts must wait too long for shade trees to grow? Is it any wonder washbasins are too small?

Nobody gains by the way quality is sacrificed by this kind of appraisal. The home buyer soon finds himself saddled with unnecessarily heavy maintenance and replacement costs. The lender often finds the borrower's ability to meet his mortgage payments seriously impaired by the maintenance drain on his income.

Here are some specific instances of what this appraisal pressure for lower quality costs the buyer of the house—the man FHA is mandated to protect and help:

His $237.50 furnace will have to be replaced within a few years and the replacement cost may well be around $600—far more than the cost of installing a good system in the first place.

His hot-water heater with a one-year guarantee is marvelously engineered to wear out in 13 months and will have to be replaced, again at a cost very much greater than the cost of installing a quality heater with a ten-year guarantee in the first place.

Within a few weeks the new home owner may find it necessary to spend upwards of $100 for more adequate wiring which could have been provided for a third as much while the house was being built.

* The Los Angeles FHA office denies this.

Flynn:
"We have to overcome prejudices in the FHA offices."

Bowes (right): "The attitude of the government officials here is very encouraging."

Jowett (left): "Code situations are getting worse."
Only good appraisers can make good appraisals; FHA should be allowed to pay good men better

Some among us believe the trouble with FHA appraisals is primarily a problem of men rather than a problem of methods, and all of us agree that:

1. Able men can make even the worst system work, and there are FHA offices where the present system is giving satisfaction.

2. Nothing in the FHA manual calls for less-favorable appraisals on houses with good design and better quality than on houses with hack design that just meet the minimum property requirements. Quite the contrary. And nothing in the FHA manual says minimum houses are a better mortgage risk than good houses.

3. FHA needs more good men on its architectural, technical and appraisal staffs, though it would be completely unfair to blame all the faults in FHA practice on any group of individuals.

4. The very first step FHA should take toward better appraisals is to make sure all its architects and appraisers are men with the experience, judgment and imagination needed to do their job right.

To that end we unanimously recommend:

1. FHA should be allowed to pay its architects and appraisers enough to attract and hold good men without the very real personal sacrifice required by its present inadequate pay standards. Their salaries now are considerably less than competent architects and appraisers can earn in private practice. They are, in fact, less than the wages of a carpenter foreman or a real estate salesman. The wonder is that FHA has been able to hold on to as many good and dedicated men as it has.

2. FHA should be allowed to spend enough of its income to employ enough good men to do the job.

3. FHA’s authorization should be put on a more flexible basis, so that FHA can take on more men as needed to meet any sudden increase in the volume of appraisals it is called upon to make and the volume of mortgages it is called upon to insure.

All of us agree that the FHA Washington office is seriously understaffed, especially on the technical side (for example, there was only one man working on mechanical problems at the time of our meeting and only two men are working on land planning). All of us agree that some local offices are understaffed for their present volume of business and still others would find themselves understaffed to handle the volume they would attract if they were functioning promptly, efficiently and constructively. In other words, the FHA field staff may be able to handle its present work load after the current reduction from 4,100 to 3,500 men, but it could not do so if each office were functioning smoothly enough to attract its full quota of business.

All of us believe the budget bureau is being penny-wise and pound-foolish in trying to make arbitrary cuts in FHA spending

The treasury has little or nothing to gain from enforced parsimony in FHA, since FHA is supported entirely out of its own revenue. Not since 1941 has a penny of the taxpayers’ money been used for its operation, and before long FHA will have paid back the last of the Federal money with which it was started.

The only possible cost of FHA to the taxpayer is the contingent liability of $15,500,000,000 on the mortgages FHA has insured. To the extent that the FHA appraisals have been sound, this contingent liability need cause no alarm. To the extent that FHA appraisals have been unwise, the federal treasury may have to make good on the appraisers’ errors in judgment. Either way, the budget bureau should find it more profitable to allow FHA enough money to operate a good underwriting section than to starve the agency to a point where its appraisals are open to question.
FHA has not kept up with the revolution
in homebuilding FHA itself made possible

FHA financing has revolutionized homebuilding and transformed it overnight from a handicraft to an assembly-line industry. But this FHA-born revolution is not yet reflected in FHA's own approach to appraisals.

The FHA risk-rating system was worked out when it was expected that the great majority of houses would be built by individual builders for individual owners. This is no longer the case. Today builders erect 82% of their houses for sale, most of them to customers the builder and his architect have never laid eyes on when the plans and specifications are fixed.

Before FHA, the customer could usually be consulted to learn whether he would be willing to pay for this or not pay for that. Today's builder and today's architect can get no such help from the buyer. They must make a long series of independent decisions on where to spend more money and where to spend less. And the question they will most often ask themselves is whether the added expenditure can be covered by the mortgage (in which case it will probably stimulate sales), or must be added to the down payment (in which case it will probably reduce sales).

Despite this revolution in the industry, the FHA approach to valuation is still essentially negative, designed to police a chaotic and backward handicraft, but ill-suited to encourage progress in a dynamic, competitive industry. It reflects yesterday's problem of an appraisal made directly for an owner-occupant and unconsciously carries forward an archaic animus against the modern merchant builder.

What we need now for today's homebuilding industry is a far more positive and dynamic approach and a valuation system intelligently calculated to make it at least as profitable for merchant builders to offer better quality, better design, better value. We also need an appraisal system which will make more adequate allowance for the higher overhead which makes low unit costs possible, and the sales expense which was hardly contemplated when FHA was first started.

And in this day of assembly-line and often prefabricated housing, many of us are even beginning to question whether or not it makes sense to limit the valuation of a house to a sum arrived at by adding up the assembled costs of its parts and then adding a fixed allowance for overhead and profit. No one would dream of setting such a limit on the value of an automobile or any other industrialized or semi-industrialized product. The object of every successful business enterprise is to develop a product that is worth more than it costs. And if a smart architect-builder team can develop a house whose value is far greater than the assembled cost of the materials they use, we can see no good reason why the value added by better judgment and greater skill should be written down by the FHA or VA appraisers to the same level as a house into whose planning less thought, good taste and inventiveness were put.

As long as the valuation cannot exceed the accumulation of replacement costs FHA is bound to exert a discouraging pressure on progress and a discouraging influence on ingenuity.
FHA must catch up
with technological progress
that is fast obsoleting
yesterday's house

More scientific research has been applied to homebuilding in the 20 years since FHA began than in all previous centuries, and the speed of technological advance has accelerated far beyond anything FHA is organized to match.

Almost everything about today's house is new since 1934, or at least newly brought into general use. Slab floors, roof trusses, dry wall, plywood, plastics, insulation, asbestos and aluminum siding, radiant heat, forced warm air, summer cooling, double glazing, awning windows, jalousies, storage walls, asphalt tile and roofing, stressed skins, three-wire circuits, garbage disposers, built-in furniture and fixtures, rubber-based paints—all these and many other features were almost unknown two decades ago.

To keep up with such rapid progress FHA needs a technical division that will be correspondingly fast on its feet, smart, aggressive, and eager to help home owners and homebuilders profit by every good new method and every good new product. How can FHA hope to develop such a forward-looking program as long as it subordinates its technical staff to an underwriting division which we consider openly and unashamedly hostile to innovations?

The functions of a technical division and an underwriting division are almost antithetical. The latter is rightly concerned with protecting investors against undue risk resulting from any premature use of products or methods whose soundness is not yet proved. The former should be concerned with getting better products and methods accepted as quickly as possible. The one function is negative; the other is positive. We believe they should be balanced off in the FHA organization in what might be called a two-platoon system, with both responsible directly to—and coached directly by—the commissioner himself. This is the way FHA was set up before 1940, and we believe it is the way FHA should be set up now.

No matter how much the technical division is strengthened, the underwriting division will still have great power to obstruct progress by penalizing anything unfamiliar in its appraisals. To balance this negative power we recommend:

1. The technical division should take the initiative in educating the district offices on better new methods and products, taking care to explain their implications and their proper use.

2. Once the technical division has approved a new method or material, its approval should be binding on all FHA offices. It is unfair and absurd to make the sponsors of each innovation sell it from FHA office to FHA office, and it is nonsense that any FHA office should be free (as recently happened) to veto such a proved economy as truss framing for roofs.

3. When a builder appeals to Washington on a valuation he considers unfair to some innovation the technical division has approved, the technical division should stand ready to help him plead his case.

The technical division should be headed by an eminent technician whose opinions would be respected, and it should have a big enough staff to function promptly and efficiently—a staff considerably larger than today's.

But the FHA technical division cannot afford to compete with the tremendous research facilities created by private industry over the past 20 years, and it should make no attempt so to compete. It should, on the contrary, take full advantage of all this private research, and concentrate on getting its benefits realized more broadly and more quickly.

As questions arise calling for technical information beyond what is commonly known or clearly established, FHA should ask the Building Research Advisory Board to get the needed facts from private industry. When field tests are needed, it should call on the Research Institute of NAHB.

A further means of maintaining technological alertness would be the establishment of a Technical Advisory Committee comprised of experts from industry and the design professions. The functions of such an advisory committee would be to observe and report FHA practices to the commissioner, to make recommendations for revisions in the underwriting manual and the minimum property and construction requirements, to assist in developing methods for encouraging innovation, and to consider such special technological questions as the commissioner might put to it. The organization of such a committee would be facilitated and its prestige and effectiveness enhanced if it were established under the auspices of the Building Research Advisory Board of the National Research Council.
FHA has misunderstood
the revolution in architecture
and delayed its progress

The FHA appraiser’s attitude toward progress in design has been as shortsighted as it has been harmful. It has been harmful because it forces the great majority of builders to pass up the advantages of better livability and greater economy offered by contemporary design. It has been shortsighted because ten years from now the market acceptance of houses whose plan and design were already 20 years out of date when they were built will surely be much lower than the market acceptance of houses which were abreast of up-to-date design standards when they were first offered for sale.

Some of the blame for the obstacles FHA has placed in the path of architectural progress must fall on FHA architects who could not adjust themselves to the sea change in architectural standards since FHA was started. Some of the shortsightedness reflects the average mortgage lender’s dangerous preference for looking backward and financing the kind of houses which used to be good mortgage risks a generation ago.

Too few mortgage lenders realize that fashions in housing change just as fashions in everything else. Anyone with a smattering of architectural knowledge can tell from its style the approximate year when a given house was built, just as anyone seeing women pictured in crinolines can fix the date in the sixties; women wearing bustles in the eighties; women wearing peek-a-boo waists at the turn of the century.

As styles in houses change, their marketability changes too. The boxlike cubes which were so readily acceptable in 1910 were hard to sell in 1925. The imitation Spanish and imitation half-timbered houses which were so popular in 1920 were hard to sell in 1940. The so-called Dutch Colonial of 1920 is out of date today.

In all these architectural style changes there is a time lag between architect acceptance, builder acceptance, and popular acceptance. The public is always 10 to 20 years behind the architect in accepting any new housing style, just as Main Street lags behind Paris on women’s fashions.

Many architectural experiments fail to catch on, just as many dress style experiments on the Rue d’e la Paix are quickly dropped. But once a design trend has clearly established itself with the architects, it follows as the night the day that before too many years this same design trend will win public acceptance too; that houses which reflect this design trend will have good marketability and that houses which do not reflect this design trend will have less marketability.

Consequently we are almost unanimous in affirming that:

*Long before their mortgages are paid off, houses built today in what is now called “contemporary design” will have a far better marketability than houses built already 10 or 20 years behind the times*

*One member of the panel did notYour text appears to be cut off or incomplete. Please ensure it is fully transcribed or provide a complete version of the text for further processing.
The influence of FHA and VA appraisals touches every home for the average man

In planning homes for sale, few builders feel they can afford to think first about what kind of house will be the best value for the money. Most builders try to build the kind of house that will get them the highest valuation in proportion to its cost.

This valuation determines the financing the builder can get on his advance commitment and how much of his own money he must tie up in each house. More importantly, the valuation determines how big a mortgage the home buyer can get and how small a down payment he can make.

The whole purpose of FHA insurance and VA guarantees is to enable millions of average families to own far nicer homes by paying for them like rent than they could afford to buy if the cash payment had to cover any large part of the purchase price. FHA and VA make their greatest contribution to American living standards when they enable builders to offer better houses without forcing people to pay cash for too much of the extra value. Any sizable increase in the cash requirement to pay for better quality or better livability puts the house beyond the reach of millions of buyers.

In other words, any increase in quality or amenity which FHA appraisers will recognize in their valuations makes it possible for the buyer to enjoy a nicer home. But any increase in quality or amenity which has to be paid for in cash makes it impossible for the buyer to own the house at all.

There are two big reasons why builders will seldom find it good business to spend money for quality and value for which appraisers will not give them full credit:

1. The prospect's own appraisal of the house will be greatly influenced by the government appraisal. How can he help suspecting a house is overpriced if the FHA valuation does not cover the added cost of its quality features, with the result that a house priced at, say, $12,000 is stigmatized with a $10,500 appraisal from the US government?

2. Every increase in the required down payment makes the house harder to sell. An extra $100 spent to make an $8,000 house more livable and more lasting will make it more salable if the extra $100 is covered by the mortgage. But it will make the house harder to sell if the extra $100 is not reflected in the valuation and so requires an increase of $100 (25%) in the down payment.

These FHA and VA appraisals affect almost every house built for the average American family.

It may be true that less than one-third of all mortgages carry FHA insurance or a VA guarantee, but before the mortgage crisis upset all normal financing patterns 73% of all new houses built for the mass market between $6,000 and $12,000 were financed with FHA or VA help, and the other 27% were financed by lenders who had to come close to meeting FHA and VA terms to get the business. In other words, the financing pattern for practically all housing for the mass market all over the country is set by these two agencies of the federal government in Washington.
We ask only that FHA appraisals be fair
and stop discriminating against quality

All of us realize that too high appraisals from FHA and VA would be even worse than too low appraisals, for the success of FHA and VA financing depends very largely on the lender’s confidence that the government appraisals are sound and not inflated. We also realize that every builder is trying his level best to push his own valuations higher, and we confess that almost every builder thinks of the appraisal process as a battle of wits in which he is justified in overstating his costs, on the theory that the appraiser will never allow him what he asks, so he had better ask for more than he expects.

Because we realize too high appraisals are as dangerous as too low, we want it clearly understood that we are not necessarily urging FHA and VA to make their appraisals more generous. We are just recording that under present policies and practices FHA and VA are discriminating heavily against houses with better quality and more progressive design. They are appraising cheap conventional houses at 100% of cost and appraising better houses with better design at a substantial discount. All of us feel this discrimination is lowering housing standards instead of raising them; i.e., it is defeating the announced first purpose for which FHA was created.

All we ask is that FHA and VA appraisals should be fair—fair and understanding and farsighted. We ask only that the appraisals should reflect the true long-term value of the property and give proper credit to the intangible but no less real values which can be added by better quality, better design, better taste, more efficient planning, better siting, better neighborhood development, better orientation, better color, greater flexibility, more economical standardization, lower maintenance, better storage, less wasted space.
How to bankrupt slum owners

A report in Chicago puts its finger on some financial pressures that can help end blight in any city.

Omaha adopts rehabilitation ordinance and Memphis votes to do so. Both will create new city departments.

As homebuilders, realtors and other civic-spirited citizens delve deeper into slum rehabilitation, they run more and more into bigger problems of good or bad city government. Twin results: 1) slower progress in some cities than rehabilitation enthusiasts originally predicted and 2) more and more plaintive talk about slums and what makes them.

There is nothing horrifying about slow progress. US slums grew to their present scope over a century; it will take decades at best to erase them. And in the mere fact that people are beginning to talk (and magazines and newspapers to print) the unpalatable truths of why slums persist lies an encouraging sign of awakening public opinion.

One deep-reaching analysis of slum-making emerged last month from Chicago's Citizens Committee to Fight Slums,* which had been quietly prodding down to the roots of the problem since last June. The committee, headed by Attorney Laird Bell—a tall, slender, gray and shy partner in one of Chicago's top law firms—recommended much that was already done or underway in Chicago's growing effort to fight slums. But its significant contribution to the nationwide attack on blight was a public display of three slum taboos.

**Slums & race prejudice.** One was a frank avowal that Chicago's slum problem is inseparably twined with its race problem.† The committee: "Our drifting policy of recent years has not only been timid and detrimental, but has prevented progress toward the solution [of the problems] . . . of in-migration [Negroes and Puerto Ricans], racial tensions and racial discrimination." The committee's report: Negro areas must be depopulated by allowing Negroes "unrestricted access to land, both vacant and improved"; this will require "general acceptance" of open occupancy which "must rest on widespread educational campaigns supported by an official city and suburban policy of removing, rather than fostering, discriminatory barriers." At the same time, the committee suggested sterner enforcement of controls against overcrowding. It got right down to cases:

1. The Chicago Real Estate Board should get property owners to adopt a standard lease form providing automatic cancellation of leases if tenants permit overcrowding.
2. The Chicago Association of Commerce should try to persuade members to "assume full responsibility" for adequate housing for workers recruited outside Chicago.
3. The Department of Buildings must step up enforcement to make overcrowding "more difficult or impossible" and not stop short of forcing owners to evict tenants.
4. Negro leaders "must initiate a concerted effort to discourage the continued inflow of people whose presence can only compound the present difficulties."
5. The City should work with the Puerto Rican government to stop "indiscriminate migration." (Chicago's welfare commissioner last month flew to Puerto Rico to spread the word that indigent migrants would be shipped home rather than given relief.)

**Control migration?** Some critics called the race recommendations unrealistic, but nearly everyone in Chicago applauded the committee for facing up to a problem that most Chicagoans have tended to duck. Some contended the committee was just indulging in wishful thinking in suggesting that Negro and Puerto Rican immigration be controlled. Citizens all, they have as much right to move as anybody else. Philip Hauser, a University of Chicago sociologist who spoke at a follow-up conference on the report, suggested that Negroes will keep on moving to Chicago as long as Chicago's factories have an expanding need for cheap labor. Nobody disagreed that Negroes need more land. How and where to get it without opening up race sores remained the problem—in Chicago and other northern cities.

The two other taboos exposed: 1) the effect of restrictive practices by labor and the building industry on building costs, and 2) financial practices that make life easier for slum operators. On the first of these, the committee charged: "The many restrictive practices on the part of labor organizations, contractors and subcontractors contribute to excessive local housing costs. For example, it is a public secret that restrictions on the amount of work allowed to constitute a standard work day by the local building trades, together with other factors, make a given house cost more in Chicago than almost anywhere else in the

---

† For other news of the relation of slums to minority housing, see p. 52.
country.” The committee had virtually no remedy to suggest. For lack, apparently, of any better idea, it suggested a Congressional investigation aimed at amending antitrust laws.

The committee blamed labor unions for costly and inefficient inspection procedures in the Department of Buildings. It said jurisdictional division of inspectors, partly the result of

Financial malpractice. When the committee returned to financial practices that are lifeblood for slum operators, it produced a set of recommendations that could well be copied across the nation. It said: “The continued existence and spread of slums is aided and abetted by the operations of a few institutions which extend the protection of the trust device of slum operators, provide a steady flow of mortgage funds, encourage and assist the conversion of residential units and provide the necessary fire and other insurance.”

The committee called for four major reforms:

1. Courts should hold banks responsible for the condition of buildings for which they serve as trustees. Under Illinois’ naked land trusts, legal title to slum properties can be held by banks or corporate trustees, thus shielding the real owners from identification and effective prosecution. (In recent fatal fires, city officials attempting to prosecute have bumped into this blank wall.) “A few banks with lax investigation policies have become notorious for handling slum properties,” said the committee. It urged trustees to require covenants from owners that property is not being used illegally.

2. Mortgage bankers should refuse to make loans on buildings unless they comply with the building code. “Mortgages should contain a uniform default clause under which a violation of the housing, building or zoning laws would give the mortgagee the right to call a default. . . . An affirmative statement should be required from borrowers that the building does not produce illegal revenue and that all construction existing or contemplated is legal.”

3. The Chicago Board of Underwriters and Lloyd Surplus Line Brokers should notify their members of buildings found in violation of fire laws. Said the report: “The operation of slums would be difficult, if not impossible, unless fire insurance were available. Most of the ‘old line’ companies do not practice a policy of insuring slum property. Most (such policies) are written by a small group of specialized companies at penalty rates . . . The companies which specialize in slum properties may ‘lay off’ as much as, 80% of their business with a few large reinsurance companies.”

How much effect such moral pressures would have on financial malpractices remained to be seen. The citizens’ committee planned to stay on the job. In Chicago as in few other cities, it could count on strong newspaper support.

Ordinance in Omaha. Other rehabilitation developments:

Â· Omaha (pop. 251,117) adopted a rehabilitation ordinance setting up a neighborhood conservation board. The most followed a successful pilot block rehabilitation project spearheaded by Omaha realtors led by N. P. Dodge Jr. (H&H, Oct. ’53). Drafters of the ordinance took inspiration from laws in Indianapolis and Denver, ignoring Baltimore because they did not want the conservation office to be swallowed up by an existing city department (as it is in Baltimore) and thus deprived of enough stature to cope with the problem. The Omaha ordinance gave the conservation director, the board’s salaried ($6,000-$9,000) executive officer, power to enter private dwellings with or without a complaint, but it placed main reliance on cooperative efforts against blight. As originally drawn, the ordinance called for fines of $10 to $500 and/or 90 days in jail for housing violations; it wound up with fines of $5 to $100 and/or 90 days. Mayor Cunningham named a promising five-man board (which serves without pay): Charles Peters, real estate salesman; T. H. Maenner, one of Omaha’s biggest realtors; Attorney Robert H. Peters; Insurance Agent Arthur J. Hanson and Eugene Skinner, a grade school principal, City health officials persuaded Omaha that the conservation director must be a sanitary engineer with a master’s degree in public health —a requirement most rehabilitation experts consider pure foolishness. Instead of the $35,000 a year asked to start the program, the city put up a mere $14,000. It was hard to see how that was anywhere near enough.

Â· In Memphis, the city commission approved plans to create a housing improvement department suggested by a citizen’s committee to study urban rehabilitation needs of the city. Plans—still to be adopted in ordinance form—call for a $57,000 annual budget for a 10-man department which hopes to have a pilot block rehabilitation project under way within 60 days.

Â· The AFL executive council, meeting in Miami Beach, declared its opposition to rehabilitation. Said the AFL: “Central emphasis in the administration’s approach is on a rehabilitation or remodeling of existing dwellings instead of new construction. The housing needs of modern America cannot be met by a pitch-up program. City and rural slums must be wiped out, not camouflage.”

Big glassed openings give balloon houses a new look

The big problem with sprayed concrete balloon houses, ever since Engineer Wallace Neff first patented the process in 1942, has been to make them esthetically attractive. Early models were close to spherical, suffered the additional indignity of graceless fenestration. In the US, not two dozen have been built.

Last month, passersby at Home Sound, Fla. (27 mi. north of Palm Beach) gaped with amazed interest at the latest in concrete bubble houses—the first built to Connecticut Architect Eliot Noyes’ new designs (H&H, July ’53, News). By flattening the dome, slicing his 30’ circle with 16’ openings for and aft and recessing windows and doors, Noyes had created the most graceful bubble houses yet. They are built by spraying Gunite over chicken wire held in shape by a nylon and neoprene balloon (cost: $5,000 to $10,000). Glass fiber insulation goes between two courses of concrete. Inside, partitions reach up only to the curve of the ceiling, letting the breeze that blows in atop the red and white porch canopy flow straight through the house. The bathroom is enclosed.

While the two model houses might sell for as much as $16,500 (if Owner J. V. Reed ever sells them), Noyes thinks the 600 sq. ft. bubble could be sold for about $6,500 plus land on a mass production basis. The shell without interior finishing costs only $3,250 ($5.33 sq. ft.). Manhattan’s Airform International Construction Corp., which holds rights to the balloon process, is dickering for FHA approval.
Which way should the lumber dealer turn?
To help his small builder customers compete

Should every lumber dealer turn prefabricator?

Many believe the lumber dealer holds the future of the small builder in his hands. Without help from the lumber dealer, how can the small builder compete with the economies and efficiencies that assembly-line construction gives the big builder and the prefabricator?

Now at last the nation's retail lumber dealers are getting ready to pitch in and compete with the prefabbers at their own game: precutting and preassembly.

Through a grant from the Lumber Dealers' Research Council the University of Illinois Small Homes Council has developed and field-tested a panel system it expects will save the average small builder 30% on labor in framing and sheathing a house.

Here are the most important features of the plan which the lumber dealers have adapted and call Lu-Re-Co for Lumber Research Council:

1. **Prefabrication.** Lumber dealers would prefabricate enough 4' x 8' exterior wall panels (and roof trusses) to frame an entire house.

2. **Preassembly.** Doors and windows would be fitted into the framing in the lumberyard.

3. **Simplification.** Instead of buying so many board feet of 2" x 4"s, 2" x 6"s and 2" x 8"s, a builder would buy enough panels and enough trusses for his houses.

4. **Standardization.** All panels would be 2' or 4' wide. All ceiling heights would be 8' plus a tolerance.

   Most immediate savings would come from simplification, which will make it much easier for small builders to plan their operations economically, and from preassembly, which might reduce the cost of door and window installations 40%.

   In the long run, the biggest savings would probably come from standardization. Already three of the leading window manufacturers are producing a new line of special windows that fit the panels.

   The American Institute of Architects and the National Association of Home Builders have already recommended a ceiling height of 8' plus a tolerance (H&H, Mar. '51). The added support from the lumber dealers should encourage more manufacturers to develop more products, such as storage walls, stairs, bathtub enclosures, to fit such a standard height. Already lumber mills are beginning to cut studs and headers to standard building lengths.
EVERY DEALER A PREFABBER

Uniform 2'' x 6'' lintel
makes panels work together

The important idea in the Lu-Re-Co system is not the panels which have been tried many times before. The real importance is in the double 2'' x 6's which form a continuous lintel to tie the structural panels together, much as the 4'' x 6'' beam ties Cliff May's preassembled panels together (H&H, July '53, p. 97). Like other forward steps in wood-frame engineering, the Lu-Re-Co system saves labor by using a little more lumber.

It offers the great advantage of making all the panels—solid panels, door panels, window panels—work together. It eliminates the need for cripples and heavy lintels above door and window openings. It ends any question about 2' truss spacing where studs are spaced 16'' o.c. It works equally well with odd panel widths if the builder prefers them.

In effect, it converts the panel system to post-and-beam construction, with the intermediate stud serving only to reinforce the sheathing and wallboard as needed, and the load carried by the two studs at the end.

Use of the double 2'' x 6'' header involves half again as much lumber as in a conventional double 2'' x 4'' top plate, but this is largely offset by shorter studs and the saving of lintels and cripples. On a demonstration house the net added lumber cost was only $6.50, a very small item compared with the double saving in labor: 1) less man-hours needed; 2) lower-cost labor in the shop than in the field.

Almost everyone seems agreed that the Lumber Research Council has developed a good idea (see p. 158). Now the big question is how many lumber dealers are worried enough about the business and leadership they are losing to bestir themselves. The fact that only 247 of the 26,000 lumber dealers contributed to the research is hardly an encouraging omen that enough of them are interested in new ideas to help their customers.

Basic panels are 4' wide, 7'-7½'' high. Actual height of continuous lintel brings rough ceiling height to 8'-0½'' (isometric, top). Used with trusses, panels permit open-room construction (photo above).

Studs can be cut, assembled, sheathing and vertical siding applied while solid panel is still in jig in 20 man-minutes. Exterior can be prime-painted in shop.

Solid panel with horizontal girts 2'-o.c. takes more time to complete than panel with vertical members, uses more board feet, is designed for vertical siding only.

Privacy window panel for kitchen, bedrooms, bathrooms has 45'' sill height. Panels take fixed glass, double-hung, awning, hopper, casement, sliding windows.

View window panel can be cut, framed, sheathing and siding applied, and window installed in 1½ man-hours. Panel takes one fixed unit, one operating unit.
Building with parts instead of pieces

Door panels take 26 man-minutes to cut, frame. As in tilt-up construction, doors cannot be applied in jig because sill would fall below the base of the jig.

Two men can easily carry and erect individual panels for 1,000 sq. ft. house in day's time. Tying panels together on slab and tilting complete walls into place would be more economical but requires a six-man crew.

House dimensions are based on 4' panel width, thus 4'-wide sheet materials, can be used inside and out with minimum cutting. Panels still permit extensive plan and elevation variety.
What do industry leaders think of a 4’ prefabricated panel?

'Somebody’s going to whip the problem of the 4’ panel'
Dick Hughes, president of NAHB (and also a lumber dealer):
“I’ve been trying to fit my operation to 4’ panels for a year now and Ned Cole has been working on them for a couple of years. One of these days somebody’s going to whip the problems altogether, if Lu-Re-Co panels haven’t already done it.

“The advantage of panel building is greatest on scattered lots and for small builders. I’m sure builders will use it to get a lot of houses built. It may be some time before the full potentialities of the 4’ panel are realized.”

'Small builder’s vehicle for modern mortgage financing'
Norman P. Mason, past president, NRIA:
“I hope these panels will make it easier for small builders in small towns to get mortgage financing. With a uniform product the smallest builder should be able to get approved financing arranged so that the same VA and FHA terms available to the regular prefab purchaser are also available to him.

“Mortgage lenders should like this system because it gives them a broader field to work in and better houses to lend on.

“Panel construction could provide a prefab factory in almost every village and hamlet in America—a factory that could operate without the costly overhead and promotional expense of a national prefabricator. Panel construction provides a uniform variation of dimension that has all the advantages of complete standardization without monotonous sameness. I like it because it adapts itself to any style of architecture.”

'Panels fit the small builder’s operation like a glove'
Philip Creden, chairman, public relations committee, NRIA:
“The reaction to the panels has been amazing. The interest shown has come almost too fast for us...

“Their biggest appeal is to the small builder in the small community because they are simplicity itself. They can be handled easily by two men, do not require expensive equipment; they are modular inside and out for economical use of sheet materials, even interior partitions could be made in the jigs.

“I can see a particular appeal for building with these panels in many small Southern towns where small plants are springing up and there isn’t sufficient skilled labor available to make homebuilding economical. The small town lumber dealer’s contractors have been drifting away from him; this should bring them back.

“The standardization of good design in small communities where FHA offices say design and structure of small houses do not compare with prefab values will be a natural result.”

'Panelization cannot compete with prefabrication'
Harry Price, vice president, National Homes Corp., the nation’s biggest prefabricator:
“This system focuses on just framing and sheathing a house and does it at a sacrifice in materials.

“It won’t make much of a wave in the market. One reason: dimensional standardization won’t catch on. We found that people in all parts of the country are basically the same, that they really want what they can afford; but you can’t get thousands of independent dealers to see that. They insist that people in their area won’t accept standardized houses. Stock plans for builders aren’t the answer either; thousands of lumber dealers mean thousands of plan changes and a resultant loss in economy.

“Other economies lost are in volume buying: lumber yards cannot buy enough single items to save the purchasers much; in deliveries: lumber dealers make several small deliveries while we generally ship a whole house at one crack. We have even managed to ship economically as far as 350 miles.”

'Another effective vehicle for selling more houses'
H. R. Northup, executive vice president, NRIA:
“This is not just a way to beat the prefabricator at his own game. It’s a way to sell more houses because it does what the prefabricator does—gets a house up quicker and at lower cost.

“Panel building is readily adaptable to resort towns, with a market for, say, ten houses and little local skilled labor to build them quickly.

“Manufacturers may find this worth while because it may help them to cut the number of window sizes they make—something I’m sure is uneconomical

“I don’t think anyone knows yet the full implications of the system because it’s such a versatile tool.”

'A step in the right direction'
Leonard Haeger, director, NAHB Research Institute:
“This is a step in the right direction, because it is leading more and more to standardization of building components. The lumber dealer becoming a component manufacturer is all to the good. And this system does make some of the economies of mass production available to the small builder through his lumber dealer.

“The fact that you’re off one stud in this new system over conventional stud spacing (by the extra stud every 4’) of course presents the problem of standardizing on another rough stud opening. But perhaps this will point eventually to all standard components working together.

“Frankly I had hoped this panel would be more advanced than it is: the National Youth Administration worked on a similar one back in ’39 and ’40. I realize of course the present panel is highly simplified to reach the lower levels of skill in assembly.”
NEW SLIDER SOLVES ALL INSTALLATION PROBLEMS

119" deep by 1½" wide exterior trim (casing) and 5½" wide pre-pressed full perimeter nailing fin is integral part of window frame. Installed over sheathing in less than five minutes. Reduced friction on track, easily milled. May be used for masonry (block construction) or for wood frame construction in conjunction with #52 Masonry Block Fin. Job Condition Frame recommended.

PER-FIT SLIDER • PER-FIT GLASS BLOCK VENTILATOR

Almost impossible to rack. Easily milled. May be used in wood frame construction in conjunction with #53 Veneer Extension Fin, or in masonry (block construction) when greater than 1" finger space required. #10 Interior Complete Trim (not shown) center window frame in block slots. #52 Masonry Block Fin (not shown) center window frame in block slots. #23 Venner Extension Fin provides wide brick mould when greater than 1" finger space required. #10 Interior Complete Trim used in wood frame construction in conjunction with #31 Nailing Fin, a complete package fitting any through-wall thickness from 4½" to 5½" regardless of thickness of exterior sheathing and thickness of exterior sheathing and thickness of masonry block construction. Infinite adjustment. #20 Interior Core Trim (not shown) used in mass-produced houses with #35 Masonry Block Fin and interior masonry left exposed. #20 Trim applicable for other types of wall construction.

PER-FIT DOUBLE HUNG • BEST-VENT DOUBLE HUNG • PER-FIT SLIDER • PER-FIT GLASS BLOCK VENTILATION

HOUSING MARKET continued

the large builder $7,142. The small builder, after allowing less than $750 for overhead and profit, would have to charge $9,500 for the structure. But the large builder could charge nearly $1,000 less and still have nearly twice as much for overhead and profit.

Such are the advantages of mass production, as the trade knows well. The inefficient builders have been making a lot of money in the sellers’ market of the past eight years, while the efficient mass builders have been making fortunes and giving more to boot. House & Home quips that the postwar housing market has created more millionaires than Texas oil.

But the easy pickings are almost over. The coming years will be hard on the inefficient builders and probably on the little ones. The mass builders haven’t increased their share of the market very much recently, but the odds are certainly now in their favor.

Houses in factories. Even the mass builders may have their troubles, for they are now being threatened by the prefabricated house. . . . Indeed, FHA Commissioner Guy Hollyday predicts prefabs will account for as much as 40% of new single-family structures.

To conventional builders or others who may regard this as a prediction rather than a wild blue hazy dream, it may be interesting that some 75% of all new houses put up last year in Fort Wayne, Ind., were prefabs.

If the prefabs do boom, they will transform the market. They are already a force in breaking down the restrictive and arbitrary codes that have hobbled efficient building so long. And prefabs could supply a sizable share of what might be called the Cadillac market. As things are now, the man with money is penalized in the housing market. If he wants a tailor-made house only half again as big as the biggest of the mass-produced houses, he ends up by paying not half again as much but two or three times as much.

In the suburbs of metropolitan areas, it is impossible to mass-produce expensive houses on site for the simple reason that not enough people want identical ones. But the prefabricator with his national market could give upper-income families as much as he wanted while the efficient mass builders have been making fortunes and giving more to boot. House & Home quips that the postwar housing market has created more millionaires than Texas oil.
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when you want EXTRA INSULATION

You can give your houses extra insulation value...and cut construction costs at the same time...with Gold Bond Asphalt-Coated Sheathing. The big panels have a lower density and an aluminum painted finish that combine to give them exceptional insulating efficiency. The aluminum finish helps reflect radiant heat. Fast application, fewer nails needed, and less waste save you money. Gold Bond Asphalt-Coated Sheathing needs no building paper except under stucco finish or where local building codes require it.

when you want EXTRA STRENGTH plus INSULATION

No corner bracing is needed when 2\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 4" x 8' or larger Gold Bond Asphalt-Impregnated Panels are used. They cover a large area fast and need less nailing labor than conventional wood sheathing. One man can cover 1000 sq. ft. in 8 to 9 hours. The combination of Gold Bond Asphalt-Impregnated Insulation Sheathing and Shingle Backer makes a 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" thick solid nailing base for wood shingle siding. Ask your Gold Bond representative for samples...or write for descriptive folder that shows you how to cut costs with Gold Bond Insulation Sheathing.

SPECIFY Gold Bond®
ASPHALT-COATED INSULATION SHEATHING

2\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 2' x 8' with ship-lap edges;
\(\frac{1}{2}\)" and 2\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 4' x 6' to 10'
lengths with square edges.

SPECIFY Gold Bond®
ASPHALT-IMPREGNATED INSULATION SHEATHING

2\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 2' x 8' with V-lap edges;
\(\frac{1}{2}\)" and 2\(\frac{5}{8}\)" x 4' x 8' and 9'
with square edges.

Get the undivided responsibility of National Gypsum use Gold Bond® inside and out

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY • BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK
Houses the first month!

Alexander Caplan’s model home in Chatham Township, New Jersey was a G-E “Young America” House—erected by the builder from basic plans supplied by the Home Bureau of General Electric. The G-E Kitchen-Laundry particularly delighted prospects.

I WILL PAY you to investigate how helpful General Electric’s Home Bureau can be in this new era of usher selling—just as it has been to Mr. Caplan and her successful builders throughout the country. Today people are getting mighty choosy and want more for their money.

Just completed are specifications for 4 new “Young nerica” Model Homes which contain features pros- ects want most in their new homes ... features they n afford.

Outstanding among the “want-most” features is the tractive General Electric Kitchen-Laundry.

The value of these dependable appliances can usually be included right in the regular mortgage, and the monthly cost to the home owner is usually no more than that for a typical telephone bill.

Builders in scores of cities are reporting phenomenal sales results of General Electric “Young America” Houses. Why don’t you get all the facts through your General Electric distributor today?

Home Bureau, General Electric Company, Appliance Park, Louisville, Kentucky.

New G-E Room Air Conditioners at low per-unit cost! Models are easily installed. No plumbing required.

You can put your confidence in—

GENERAL ELECTRIC
SONOAIRDUCT® FIBRE DUCT

3 new features!

- Wrapped in black asphalt duplex kraft
- Lined with aluminum foil
- Ends dipped in wax

at NO increase in price!

SONOAIRDUCT—the economical fibre duct, which has in two short years revolutionized installation of loop, radial and lateral slab warm air heating systems—HAS BEEN IMPROVED...

The new SONOAIRDUCT contains all the cost-saving advantages that has made it so popular with heating contractors and builders everywhere. The basic new improvements are:

SONOAIRDUCT is now aluminum foil lined for lower coefficient of air friction!

SONOAIRDUCT is now wrapped in a black, weather-resistant asphalt duplex kraft, trade-marked in the usual orange lettering.

SONOAIRDUCT is now end dipped in wax to make it more impervious to moisture!

SONOAIRDUCT will continue to be available in 27 sizes—2" to 36" I.D., up to 50 ft. long in specified lengths, or it can be sawed to desired lengths on the job. Fits all standard metal bends, elbows, registers, T's, etc. Permitted by F.H.A.

All this—at NO increase in price!

Housing Market continued

Long-term mortgages were almost unheard of, and most mortgages were subject to call at the end of a short period. To get a mortgage, in brief, a man had to have almost enough money not to need one. This was one reason, if not the only reason, that the housing market of the twenties collapsed.

What happened next, as everybody knows, was that the government got into house financing...[and] the government guarantee of mortgages, which has cost the taxpayer nothing so far, has done more than anything else to make possible a million or more new houses a year. If people had to pay 20 to 30% down, as they do on some uninsured mortgages, millions never would have bought houses. And because government-guaranteed mortgages have proved ideal investments for banks, insurance companies and similar institutions, mortgage money flows freely across state lines.

FHA's practice of making advance commitments has enabled builders to finance large-scale developments and work out the techniques of quantity production. FHA and VA dominate large-scale residential construction; they underwrite the financing of nearly three-quarters of the new construction in the $6,000 to $12,000 range, and 80% of all retail housing.

The new program. The government's role as insurer of mortgages, indeed, is so vital that no one in the industry, builder or banker, Republican or Democrat, would hear of its relinquishing that role. Some have agitated for liquidating Fanny May. But hardly anybody connected with building wants to do anything with FHA except to liberalize it. And that, in essence, is what the President's Advisory Committee on Government Housing Policies has just recommended.

Scrapage and rehabilitation. There may be one flaw in the rosy homebuilding picture. Vacancies in multifamily units in the cities are rising fast, but are still low among single-family units. What will happen if builders turn out such irresistible houses at such irresistible prices that people rush out and buy new houses as they buy new cars? That is, what will happen to the houses that nobody wants?

The answer is not wholly clear, for the housebuilding industry has never enjoyed a true replacement market of any consequence. Over the long run, however, the question should provide its own good answer. With housebuilders still underselling their market, a high vacancy rate should result not in a distressed market for expensive housing, as it did in the late twenties, but in demolition of worn-out, dilapidated, submarginal housing. Dwellers in a substandard house, when confronted with the opportunity of living in a modern prefabricated house and acquiring an equity in it to boot for about $50 a month, are not going to stick to their old houses.

What will happen to the obsolete vacancies then is exactly what should happen.